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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
BRITISH PUNISHED.
Boer Head Laager, Natal, February COUNTY CONVENTION
23. Yesterday the British crossed the
Tugela in large numbers, with cannon
A General Eeview of the Situation and over sixty wagons. They attacked Republicans of Santa Fe County
Ermelo and the middle burghers' comSelect Delegates to Territorial
In the Country Where the
mands, but were forced t'6 retreat under a heavy Mauser fire. A renewed at'
Convention At Socorro,
War Rages.
tempt to storm Ermelo's men was made
this morning, but the British were
HAS CRONJE GOT AWAY? again driven off. Fighting continues. A MALICIOUS LIE IS REFUTED
The British losses are very heavy.
Eight ambulances were employed in
General Bailer Eeports a List of Killed collecting the dead and wounded. The Patriotio Resolutions Commending Folioy
generals report the commands fighting
of the Republican Fart; and Adminisand Wounded Offioers, But the Numbravely. Ladysmith fired a few shells
ber of Privates Lost Can Not Be
tration of Preainent McKinley and
this morning at our outpost, but are
still, silenced by a "long torn."
of Governor Otero,
Told Now,

IN

SOUTH AFRICA

Paardeberg, February 22. There Is
little change In the situation. There
was intermittent shelling
and
during the night a large supply column
arrived. It is reported that 2,000 Boers
are operating northward of this place.
, Yesterday evening, after the last gun
was fired, the Shropshires rushed for
ward 200 yards further toward the bed
of the river and found a number of
Boer dead. General French captured
more prisoners, and a paseventy-fiv- e
trol on the westward side took thirty
more.
GOING TO SEE FIGHT.
Lorenzo Marques, February 23. The
French steamer Glronde arrived here,
bringing American and French military attaches bound for the Boer camp.
CRONJE' S CONDITION.
London, February 24, 2:15 p. m. A
from
dated
.dispatch
Paardeberg,
Thursday, made public this afternoon,
shows that the condition of Gen. Cronje
apparently had not changed up to
Thursday, and a dispatch from Durban
last night announcing Cronje's surrender is regarde.d as a doubtful announcement.
The arrival of the British supply column at Paardeberg may have given
General Roberts an opportunity to resume the fierce attack on Cronje's laager, for doubtless he could not keep up
the vigorous cannonade with which he
started. Possibly the long wait may be
due to a determination to endeavor to
starve out Cronje's gallant force.
Other late Paardeberg dispatches say
the Boer plight is hopeless, and Lord
Roberts is ready to meet all
y,

y

CAPE BOERS SUBMISSIVE.
From Buller there is nothing new, but
the retreat of Cronje seems to be
ing an effect on the Cape Boers, as a
Dordrecht dispatch, dated February",
says they have opened negotiations for
submission, Sir Alfred Milner offering
. lenient terms, meanwhile ceasing offensive operations.
BOERS IN FORCE.
A dispatch from Arundel says: "The
Boers have formed a strong force seven
miles west of here. General Clements
.
has kept up a searching fire on the
I
kopjes. We expect to take their posl-- 7
tlon before sunset."
'.
HEAVY FIGHTING.
t
!
A war bulletin published at Pretoria
February 22 said communication with
Cronje was still open February 21, and
reports that the heavy fighting occurred
east of Cronje's laager had been received.
HEAVY LOSS.
A Sterkstrom dispatch of February 23
says a British refugee from Heidelberg
asserts that the Boers admitted losing
600 men in an assault on Ladysmith
January 6, and General Joubert is no
longer in command.
CRONJE MAY HAVE ESCAPED.
Berlin, February 24. Several newspapers here announce that they learn
from private sources that General Cronje has succeeded in forcing his way
through the British lines.
CASUALTY LIST.
London, February 24. The war office
y
received from General Buller a
list of casualties resulting from the
fighting of February 22, as follows:
Killed Lieut. R. C. Cathcart, son of
Lord Cathcart, of the rifle brigade;
Lleuts. Coe and Parker, Lancashire
regiment. Wounded. Fourteen officers,
including Major General Wynne and
Colonel Harris, of the East Surreys.
Buller concluded: "Owing to the continuous fighting it is impossible at present to give the number of men killed or
wounded."
THE BRITISH REPULSED.
Pretoria, Feb. 23. Dispatch from
Colesberg dated February 22, says.
"Commandant Delarey moved out and
occupied a position east and south of
Arundel, where the British were en-- camped. At sunrise the British attacked
the Boers with cannon, Infantry and
cavalry, the Boers replying.. Late In
the evening when the Boers were attacked In their rear by a force presumably from Naaupoort, rendering the
Boer position untemable, the British at
tempted to storm the Boer cannon but
were repulsed with heavy loss. Boer
casualties as far as known are two men
wounded." '
.

--

.

"He is Wise Who
.

Talks But Little."
This is only a

If wise

CONGRESSIONAL.
THE SENATE,
Washington, February 24. Mr. Hale
reported the diplomatic consular appropriation bill, and gave notice that early

next week he will call It up.
"I desire to notify the senate," said
Mr. Penrose, "that Monday I will call
up the Quay resolution, and if no mem
ber representing the majority report of
the elections committee is ready to
speak, the minority will proceed with
.
the debate."
Consideration of the Hawaiian gov
ernment bill was resumed, the pending
question being the amendment of Mr.
Piatt of Connecticut, providing that the
president should appoint a chief justice,
justices of the supreme court, justices
of the circuit court, and the governor of
the territory to appoint the other offi
cers, the amendment limiting the tenure
of office appointees to four years.
In a vehement speech Mr. Tillman at
tacked the bill as reported to the sen
ate, and arraigned Senator Morgan for
alleged lack of courtesy.
THE HOUSE.
Washington, February 24. The lead
ers on both sides showed much activity
this morning in canvassing the situation with a view to learning definitely
the chances on the final vote next
Tuesday on the Porto Rico bill.
Mr. Clayton of Alabama made a legal
argument against the bill.
Mr. Tawney of Minnesota, a member
of the ways and means committee, en
livened the debate by a severe arraign
ment of Mr. Littlefleld of Maine for his
speech yesterday attacking the bill and
its promoters. "What reason is there,"
exclaimed Mr. Tawney, "for the un
precedented course of the gentleman
from Maine compelling him to leave the
Republican party? Is it the people of
Maine, who raise their voice against
this? No! It is the lumber barons, the
oppressors of the people, against whom
the gentleman declaims so fiercely!"
Plans are under consideration by the
Republican members of the house with
a view to reconciling differences on the
Porto Rico tariff bill and securing some
common ground for united party support,, Numerous conferences to this end
The plan which met
were'held,
the most favor was a resolution giving
the president authority to determine
upon the fiscal policy as part of the
general authority which the executive
branch is now exercising over the Is
lands.
Mr. Tompkins of New York an
nounced that he is not in accord with
the majority of Republicans on this
bill.
Washington, February 24. The house
committee on military affairs
continued the investigation of the Ida
ho labor riots. R. V, Crozier, United
States district attorney for Idaho, testified that he prosecuted thirteen miners and convicted ten for interfering
with mail trains. Beyond these legal
proceedings he had no information on
the subject. He said, however, that he
expressed an opinion that wholesale ar
rests by the military without the formality of warrants were illegal. The
committee decided to subpoena Adju
tant General Corbln and Captain Ben
nett, of the army, to get. from them
certain features of the action by the
military authorities while on duty in
Idaho.
Ramson Miller, night mine watch
man, testified that he was arrested
without process and without charges,
although he had been in a hospital at
the time of the blowing up of the Bunker Hill mill. He described the arrangement of the prisons and the vlleness resulting from the Inability of the hundreds on the upper floor to get adequate
sanitary appliances. The committee adjourned until Monday.
y.

to-d-

The Pauncefote Wedding.
Washington, February 24. Lillian
Pauncefote, daughter of Lord Paunce
fote, the British Ambassador, was mar

to Hon. Robert
ried at noon
Bromley, of Stokehall, Newark, Nottinghamshire, England. The wedding
was one of the most notable in WashSt. John's
ington in many years.
church, where the ceremony was performed, did not serve to accommodate
a tenth of those who wished to witness
the ceremony. The president and cabinet were present.
to-d-

,

half-truth-.

men had held their

A National Character Dead.
Minneapolis, February 24. Col. William S. King,
and a
national character for the past forty
years, died
aged 72.

tongues, we should know
nothing about the circulation
of the blood. If it were not
After Bank Offloiala.
for this advertisement you
St. Louis, February 24. Warrants
might never know that Hood's were
arrest of the
Issued
for
Sarsaparilla is the greatest president, cashier and the
directors of the
medicine in the world to defunct Mullanphy Savings Bank,
purify and enrich your blood, charged with wrecking the institution
create an appetite, give you by criminal negligence.
strength and steady nerves.
Coadjutor Consecrated.
y,

to-d-

Impure Bood"MyeompUxionws
Chicago, February 24. Rev.
bd. Hand's SvsprSU did much good Palmerston Anderson was

Charles
con
secrated bishop coadjutor of the EpU
copal diocese of Chicago by Bishop Mc
Larin, assisted by Bishop Gillespie, of
western Micmgan, and Bishop Seymour, of Sprtarflsid, 111. The ceremonial war eonduotad at Orace churoh,
In ths presence of an Immense oongra
gatlon.

CITY AND NORTHERN MAIL

SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1900,

SECOND EDITION

VOL. 37.

The Republican county convention to
nominate nine delegates to represont
Santa Fe county at the Socorro terrl
torial contention wa9 called o order
promptly at Hi o'clock this forenoon by
the chairman of the county central com
mittee, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar. Every
one of the 20 precincts in the county was
represented.
Hon. J. D. Sena was elected temporary
chairman, J. V. Conway temporary secretary and R. L. Baca temporary in-

terpreter.
Committees on credentials and permanent organization were appointed by
the chiir, as follows: J. V. Conway,
Gregorlo Herrera, II. C. Kinsell, R. C.
Uortner, Julian Provencio.

The committee on credentials reported
the following delegates as present and
entitled to membership in the convention:
Precinct No. 1 Benito Lujan,
Miera, Jose de Jesus Ortiz,
Herrera and Camilo Martinez.
Precinct No. 2 Adolph Dockweilei
and Teodoro Ortega.
Precinct No. 3 Albino Alarid, Julian
Provencio. Jose Gonzales, Francisco Gutierrez, Francisco Rivera y Padilla,
Padilla, J. U. Vaughn and Jost
U. Sena.
Precinct No. 4 David M. White, Antonio Alarid, Manuel Ortiz y Martinez,
Pedro Rolbal, Seferlno Baca, Tomas
Alarid, To ni as Kouiero, Carlos Domln-gueand Felipe Ortiz.
Precinct No. 5 Jose Manuel Gonzales,
Lino Montoya and Felipe Eomero.
Precinct No. 6 Francisco Romero,
Bonifacio Narvals.
Precinct No. 7 W. H. Kennedy, (ieo
H. Kinsell.
Precinct No. 8 Darlo Mora, Frank
S. Leyba, Facundo F. Pino, Anastacio
Sandoval, Juan Sandoval, Juan Ortiz.
Precinct No. 9 Francisco Lujan,
Tomas Rolbal, Eleuterio Gonzales.
Precinct No. 10 L. M. English.
Precinct No. 11 J. H. Humphrey.
Precinct No. 12 Ellgio Gutierrez.
Precinct No. 13 J. W. Harrison.
Precinct No. 14 Santos Ortiz and
Victor Ortega.
Precinct No. 16 Gregorlo Herrera,
Martin Montoya, Eptmenio Maestas and
Jose Ignaclo Madrll.
Precinct No, 16 Rafael Garcia, JoBe
Guadalupe Maestas.
Precinct No. 17 Marcelino Ortiz, Ambrosio Ortia, H. S. Kinsell, J. V. Conway, Marcos Castillo.
Precinct No. 18 Max Frost, E. L.
Bartlett, R. C. Gortner, G. Solignac, R.
L. Baca.
Precinct No. 19 William Kllpatrick,
Robert McKinley, Jose Duran.
Precinct No. 20 Antonio Nieto.
The tomporary organization was madp
On motion a committee to
permanent.
select nine names to be submitted to the
convention as delegates to Socorro was
appointed by the chair, consisting of
.
Amorosio Ortiz, t,
Pino, uavia m.
White, Francisco Gutierrez, as such
The committee reported
committee.
that the following be selected delegates:
Pedro Roybal, H. C. Kinsell, M. A. Ortiz, Marcos Castillo, A. M. Bergere,
William Kllpatrick, David M. White, b.
F. Pino and Mariano F. Sena. The report as above was adopted, and the
above selected as delegates to the Re
publican convention at Socorro, Marcn
o

z

17, 1900.

The committee on resolutions, con
sisting of Antonio Alarid, Jose F. Gonzales. William Kllpatrick, Jose M. Gon
zales and Edward L. Bartlett was ap
pointed, and the following resolutions,
reported by said committee, were unanimously adopted:
our faith
Resolved, That we
in and devotion to the great principles
of the Republican party as announced
In the St. Louis platform and after
wards so successfully carried out Dy
that great Republican leader, William
McKinley.
Resolved, That we freely Indorse and
most heartily approve of the present
policy or the administration in holding
and protecting the flag wherever It has
been placed oy our victorious arms, ana
we denounce as unpatriotic and treasonable the utterances and actions of those
who are endeavoring to create a sentiment against the policy of the administration in the far east, thus giving aid
and comfort to the enemies of the government In arms against it.
Resolved, That we heartily indorse
the administration
of our affairs by
President McKinley, through the gov
ernor appointed by him for this terri
tory, Hon. Miguel A, utero, whose con
duct of public business, whose measures
for the good of the territory, and whose
reports upon the territory to the government at Washington, have all combined to make his administration of
public affairs In this territory popular
and successful; and the Republicans of
Santa Fe county pledge to him and the

Republican

administration

generally

their hearty and united support.
Resolved, That we denounce as a willful and malicious lie, and libel on the
Republican party of Santa Fe county,
the statement made In the Albuquerque Citien of February 23, wherein it is
stated that the delegates to this convention were elected by unfair means
and by the Interference of the sheriff of
this county at the primaries. We further denounce the statement In said
editorial that, certain Republicans opposed to the "ring" and "gang" were arrested and thrown into Jail for no other
reason than they were not in harmony
with the members of this convention as
an infamous falsehood. That these
statements, while known to be untrue
at home, and to be only inspired by political hostility, are calculated to injure not only us as citizens of Santa Fe,
but the whole Republican pai if, and we
denounce the correspondent from whom
the Citizen states it received Its Information as a deliberate, willful and malicious liar. That conclusive proof of
the regularity of this convention Is the
fact that there are no contesting delegations here, and no suggestion of unfairness in the selection of delegates
has been made by any one in any manner to this convention.
ANTONIO ALARID,
Chairman.
JOSE F. GONZALES,
WM. KILPATRICK,
JOSE M. GONZALES,
EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
The convention then adjourned sine

die.

The convention was the most harmonious and best attended ever held In
Santa Fo county.

Prisoners Escaped.
Wednesday morning, between 6 and 7
o'clock, five of the prisoners confined in
the Grant county jail at Silver City escaped. They cut out the window sill
and then took enough stones out of the
jail wall to make a hole large enough
for them to creep out. The men who escaped are Willie Job, Frank Woods,
James Godfrey and Jose Gonzales, and
a man named Ray. None of them were
charged with a more serious crime than
cattle stealing, and they were all awaiting the action of the grand jury. Their
escape was detected shortly after It was
3ffected, and Sheriff Blair with a posse
of men is in pursuit of the prisoners.
Death of a Pioneer.
John B. Jacquet, one of the best
known citizens of northern New Mexico
and southern Colorado, died Thursday
at his home on the Sweetwater, southeast of Springer. Mr. Jacquet was in
uarly days a freighter to Santa Fe from
.

Missouri and operated a stage line from
Colorado to this city. The deceased was
85 years of age.

MINOR CITY TOPICS.
For Rent

A

P.

small brick house.

O. Box 440.

There will be a regular meeting of the
A.,onMondayat2:30p. m.

W. B. T. &L.

TAX PAYERS OBJECT

All Harmonious At Las Vegas and

BONDS

CAN

BE

NOT

SOLD

the Alleged Obligations Which
May Be Offered.

The representative of the New Mexi
can spent yesterday afternoon and this
forenoon interrogating business nien
and property owners in reference to the
$10,000 bond issue recently made by thy
city, and found not a person in favor of
it under present conditions; not a pet- son who believes that the present jity
officers would spend the money as
they should spend it; not a single person who does not believe that it is lime
for the property holders of Santa Fe to
awake and to make an emphatic protest against city government as it is
InSanta Fe. Among the many
opinions given by representative
only a few can be published:
Amado Chaves: "It cannot be done
under present conditions. The citj debt
is much higher than it should be.''
Col. George W. Knaebel: "It la disreputable, dishonest and dishonorable,
The county debt of $1,000,000 is a prior
lien on all city property. The city is not
paying the interest on the bon Is it has
already issued."
Hon. Charles F. Easley: "I a.n niCBt
emphatically against It. The cit"'s burdens are too heavy now."
George Marsh: "It is a mistake to issue bonds at present, and I am against
it."
Sol. Spiegelbei g: "I voted against the
bond issue, and am still against It. The
money would only be squandered as
was $5,000 the past few months, for
which the citizens do not have a cent's
worth of value. We have no light, although we had street lighting ten years
ago; no streets; In fact, we are retrograding instead of progressing. When
the city marshals received $40 a month
they gave more value for their money
than they do now for $75 a month.
There are many cities larger than Santa Fe who do not pay their mayors any
salary, and have just as good and better men; there are city clerks with, ten
times the work of our city clerk, who
get only $200 a year. Before I favor any
bond issue I want to see economy enforced and better men In charge of the
city affairs."
E. S. Andrews: "I am against it. The
is so overburdened with debts that
k becomes necessary to do as did a
Kansas town move the city to get
away from its debts."
A. C. Ireland: "I am against it. Taxes
are so burdensome now that a man does
not pay them until he is positively com,
pelled to do so."
Grant Rivenburg: "I have paid lots
of taxes to the city, but never saw any
value in return for it. Certainly I am
against the issue of bonds at this time,
and with the gang in charge who have
been running and are running the city."
Robert Helwig: "I am against the
bond issue, as taxes are higher than
they should be."
to-d-
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The Conejos Grant.
W. F. Stone of Denver, a member of the court of private land claims,

Judge

who has been in this city for the past
two weeks, will leave Monday morning
for Antonlto to take depositions in the
Conejos grant matter. He will be accompanied by W. H. Pope, assistaut attorney of the court, Hon. T. B. Catron,
attorney for Crescendo Valdez, claimant
of the grant; W. M. Tipton, special
agent of the department of iustlce; W.
J. McPherson, stenographer, and En- sodio itiacon, interpreter.
The Conejos grant Is claimed to covor
3.500,000 acres In Colorado and New
Mexico and upon It are situated the
towns of Del Norte, Conojos, Antonito
and other large settlements.
The case
will De trifid at the April term of the
court of privato land claims at Santa Fe.

At the Hotels.
At the Palace: J. A. Munsev. Buffalo:
Tj M. Hurlburt; L. L. Lyon, Denver.
At the Exchange: J. W. Harrison.
Glorieta; John J. Breen, Glenwood, Colo. ;
J. E. O'Brien, Salt Lake City, Utah; A
Ei.
jviarsn, L,a Junta; u. Wagner, San
Francisco, Demetrio Perea, Lincoln.
At the Claire: M. S. Groves, Espanola;
A. P. Morrison, Albuquerque;
Thomas
A. Price, Colorado Springs; H. R. Wood,
Philadelphia; E. K. Stone, Quincv, 111.

Falace
Hotel
MRS. R. GREEN.
'

ProprietreM.

First Class

Accommodations.

Transient Trade Solicited.
Boarding by Week, Day or Meal,
livery in Connection.

....

.

-

ALL KINDS OF
MINFKAL WATER

Critadalupe

SI.

The trade supplied
from one bottle to a
carload. Mall orders
promptly filled.
-

Santa Fc

WE WANT YOUR TRADE.
We are now prepared to meet
your want, with two oar of new
patterns of furniture, the largest assortment, the latest styles,
the lowest prices and the easiest
terms of any bona west of Kansas City. Also we have carpets,

"

a
Second Presbyterian church, Spanlsht
fivprv Sunday at 7:30 d. m. i Sunday
10
a. m. Prayer meeting every
school at
Wednesday atisau p. m. nveryDooy welcome.
M. Madrid, evangelist In charge.
Services tomorrow, Quinquageshna Sunday,
at the church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal)
will be as follows: Morning prayer and sermon at 11 a. m.; Sunday school at 3:30 p. m. i
Bible class for men and women also at 3:80 p.
m. All are invited to attend the Bible class
and the service. Rev. E. L. Eustia, rector.

THE MUTUAL LIFE INS.

He Never

Sought Office and Bis Friendi
Went Against Olark Only Because of
the Charges, of Bribery, ays '
Mr, Toofe.

Washington, February 24. When the
Marcommittee on elections met
cus Daly, the head of the Montana opposition to Senator Clark, was present.
It was understood he would take the
stand
Attorney General Nolan read a letter
he had written to Congressman Campbell last fall, promising immunity from
prosecution to such as might testify to
bribery as
during the session of the legislature.
John R. Toole, an Anaconda member
of the Montana legislature,
testified
that he had Daly's confidence In political matters. He had never known Daly
to seek office or try to influence the
course of his friends. Nor had he ever
known of Daly attempting to Influence
any primary or other elections. Speaking of the campaign of 1898, Toole said
the understanding then was that the
Clark movement was entirely In the interest of Clark's candidacy for the senate.
Mr. Toole said Daly had no special
candidate for the senate, being willing
to accept the nominee of the Democratic
caucus.
Daly's friends opposed Clark
because of charges of bribery.
The
witness said ho never entered Into a
conspiracy to defoat Clark for the senate. Daly had not, according to the
witness, dreamed when the legislature
met that Clark could be elected. "I
never saw so strong opposition mowed
down by money," he said.
y

y.

F. B. Thirkield, Health Inspector of
Chicago, says, "Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
can not bo recommended too highly. It
cured me of severe dyspepsia." It digests what you eat and cures Indigestion,
heartburn and all forms of dyspepsia.
Ireland's Pharmacy.

Paper for typewriters in quantities to
suit at low prices at the New Mexican
printing office.
The Bon-To- n
is popular "Because"
they feed you well.

ALBUQUERQUE
STEAM LAUNDRY,
GEO. F. AMBROSE, Agt.
Leave orders at Kerr's barber shop.
Basket leaves Tuesday at 8:30 o'clock
and returns on Frlda y. We pay all
express charges.

J. MURALTER,

EUGENIO SENA

Merchant Tailor.

Manufacturer
MEXICAN

FILIGREE
AND

All

STERLING

kinds

of

JEWfLRY
SILVER

SOUVENIR

SPOONS

of Jewelry made to order

and repaired. Fine stone setting a spe
clalty. Singer sewing machines and sup.
p'les.
San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M

Walk(Sf Co

Self

Beer.

Church Announcements.
At the Cathedral tomorrow. Oulnauaeesinia
First mass at 7:00 a. m., secSundsyi
ond mass at 9:30 a. m., sermon in English;
third mass at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish:
vespers, rosary and benediction at 4:UU p. m.
AtthnChiiFehof Our Ladv of GuadaluDe.
tomorrow, Quinquagesima Sunday : First
mass at :tiu a. m., sermon in opanisn , second
mass av lUWBi hi., inruiuu iii biikihu, tobijci
and benediction at 6 p. m. Every Friday at 6
m. during Lent toe way or tne uross ana
B.enedlotloii.
P, Gllberton, pastor.
Services at the Presbyterian church tomorrow as follows: At 11 a. m.. preaching
hv the nnitnr i at 9:411 a. m . Sabbatn school t at
8:30 p. m T. P. a. C. B. No other evening service. Everybody wel come. W. Hayes Moore,

pastor.

DALY IS A VERY GOOD MAN

cho-ee-

The Issue Illegal and Property Owners
Would Not Pay Taxes for Interest On

.

ruga, art squares, linoleum and
floor matting at prices never
heard of in Santa Fa before.
CHARLES

WAGNER FURNITURE

CO. OF

Good to

Eat!

NEW YORK,

Richard A. McCurdy, President.
I. Hathaway, General Agent, Albuquerque,

Everything
That is

CQ.

OSCAR C. WATSON.

PAUL WUNSOHMANN.

W.

gates to the county convention who are
favorable to the administration.
Lae Vegaa, N. M., February 24. We
had a large, harmonious and enthusin
astic convention. The delegates
to go to Socorro are J. T. Esqulbel,
Eugenio Romero, D. C. Winters, L. C.
Fort, J. C. Bromagem, Zacariaa Valdez,
James S. Duncan, R. E. Twitchell,
Romero, Manuel C. de Baca,
Charles A. Spless, John S. Clark and
Gregorlo Varela.
Albuquerque, February 24. The Republican convention was large and harmonious, the territorial and national
administrations were indorsed, and the
delegates to Socorro chosen In accord
with this spirit.
V. 8. Weather Bureau Notes.
Forocast for New Mexico: Fair tonight and Sunday; warmer weather Sunday.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 36
degrees, at 4:00 p. m.; minimum, 24 degrees, at 6:10 a. m. The mean temperature for the 24 hours was 30 degrees;
mean dally humldltv, 71 per cent.
at 6:00 a. m. today, 71. Precipitation, 0.01 of an inch.

Cru-ce-

weather permitting:

DOWN

querque.

Demetrio Perea, of Lincoln, sheriff of
CcrrllloK
ew Mexico
Lincoln county, arrived this noon in the
on
visit.
business
a
capital
A cold wind struck Santa Fe yester
day and continued unabated today.
Horticulturists say that the com spell is
good for the prospective fruit crops.
Rev. A. P. Morrison is in the cltv and,
assisted by the pastor, will hold quarterly
meeting tomorrow, preaching ootn morn
ing and night at St. John's M. E. church.
Edward Miller, the well Known rancher
SPRING & SUMMER PATTERNS
FOR 1900
of Major Fred
at Tesuque, father-in-laSUITS
MADE
TO
ORDER
GUARANTEED
FIT
nome
on nis way
irom tins city
Death of Mr. Iiohman.
this week was thrown out of his wagon
News has been received of the death
Cleaning and Repairing.
and broke his cellar bone.
In St. Louis of the father of Martin,
A number of young men of this city
East Side of Plaza.
Oscar and J. Fred Lohman of Las
are about to organize the Santa Fe
of 73 years.
Low
at
Prices.
the
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Dennis, Salem, Ind., says,
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than anything I ever took." It digests
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and stomach troubles. Iredyspepsia
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Mexican Is the oldest newsMexico. It la sent to every
Postothoe in the Territory and has a large
tud growiug circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the southwest.
ADVERTISING

RATES.

peBl et Porto ttot Mil thalr products
In this country without making them

pay toll to the nation which wishes to
be a mother to them. There are only
about 800,000 men, women and children
in Porto Rico. Certainly they are not
able to ; : oduce enough of anything to
glut the markets of America. The advocates of the duty upon Porto Rico
goods think that as the revenue would
be expended in Porto Rico, no objection should come from the islanders.
But if the tariff should prevent the Porto Rico products coming to this country, then the producers would suffer
and the public expenditures would not
relieve the farmers of the island who
are in need of a market more than they
are of having public work done at the
port cities. The sum needed for immediate public purposes and the government of Porto Rico for the present is
but small, and could easily be borrowed
or advanced by this government.

Wauted One oent a word each Insertion,
Local Ten oeuts per Hue each iusertlou.
Heading Local Preferred position Tweu-tv-tiv- e
oeuts per Hue each iusertiou.
.Displayed Two dollars an luch, single colTrouble Ahead lor Mexico.
umn, per mouth iu Dally. Oue dollar an
The clerical press in Mexico comsuch, single column, iu either English or
.Spanish Weekly.
Additional prices and particulars glveu on plains ugainst the policy of the government giving lands to the Mormons and
receipt of a oopy of matter to be Inserted.
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Cronje may be In a hole, but since
Roberts has been seeking to capture the
Dutch general since last Saturday night
the retreating commander must have
pulled the hole In after him.
Colonel Bryan should go to Washington and line up his
upon the expansion policy. There are
Democratic senators,
only twenty-si- x
and nine of these are pronounced expansionists, while in the house are three
times that many representatives for
expansion.
fellow-Democra- ts

Bryan now says that he wishes to
have his military title dropped, and
that henceforth he is to be plain Mr.
Bryan. The man with an Inglorious
military career probably found so many
scrubs down in Texas with the colonel
tied on In front of their names that he
was ashamed to longer go in that class.

allowing the advocates of that church
to conduct schools at their colonies
where the native children are taught
that polygamy is righteous. The clerical press is right upon this point. The
time will come when Mexico will regret
it if she gives the Mormons too much,
for it is not so easy to suppress vicious
practices after a large population has
centered in which public sentiment supports that which the government de
sires to end. Just for the present Mexico will take immigrants upon almost
any terms, but there will come a day
when the stubborn Mormon colonists
will be disposed to defy any restrictions
which Mexico may wish to put upon
them, and then the colonies in Chihuahua may prove extremely troublesome,
The government that banished the ecclesiastical orders after permitting
them to acquire too much power, may
have again to take arbitrary action if
the Mormons are given full swing to
establish themselves and their doc
The
trines too firmly In Chihuahua.
pressure In the United States against
Mormonism will continue, and where
hundreds of them have already left this
country to follow their polygamous cus
toms in Mexico, thousands will follow
for the colonists have succeeded In
farming and In manufacturing In the
country southwest of El Paso.

Probably the real reason for selecting
Kansas City for the national Democratic convention was that the Democracy
feared that it could not rally a crowd
for the occasion unless the convention
were held on the edge of the Populist
country, in close reach of the whiskered
politicians of Kansas and Nebraska,
from where the farmers can drive with
Poverty of Political Parties.
their teams to see the AJax of the Platte A few weeks ago Democratic
papers
hurl defiance at the trusts.
were asserting that the Republicans
General Cronje appears to have had would have an immense campaign fund
none but ox teams in his retreat of this year with which to carry the pres
miles to the point at which idential election. Now the assertion is
thirty-tw- o
he was willing to try another bout with made that the Republican national
the British, but he succeeded in getting committee has no funds, and Is likely to
there first. This Is a score against the have more difficulty In securing the
American mule, and would seem to in necessary money than the Democrats
dlcate that the British have not learned expect to experience. The Democrats
the method sometimes necessary to get argue that as the tariff has been settled
the mule to go to a desired point is to and cannot be overthrown, manufactur
head him the other way and let him ers will see no need of helping with
contributions to the Republicans this
back.
year; that the gold currency law will
Congressman Bowersock of Kansas have been fixed beyond peradventure
has introduced a bill to abolish the when congress adjourns, and that bank
army canteens, or post exchanges, ers and financiers will not have to chip
where beer is sold. A year ago the sec- In for their own protection, since the
retary of war addressed inquiries to financial system will be all that they
military officers generally, asking for wish; and that trusts will not be con
their opinions of the workings of the tributors because they get their powers
canteen system. Almost without ex- from state governments and not from
ception they answered that the results congress. If the Democrats who proph
were beneficial; canteens resulted in less esy to this effect are sincere they should
drunkenness.
The men permitted to not be so bitter against the Republican
have beer openly no longer sneaked party, for the chief complaint some of
whisky to the posts, and fewer resorted them have made was an allegation that
to the deadfalls which skirt reserva- the Republican organization was the
tions. The result was less debauchery party of trusts, manufacturers and
and fewer crimes.
bankers. The papers that chuckle over
the expected poverty of the Republican
to correspondence from committee do not say where the DemocAccording
Washington, during the recent debates racy Is to get funds; since Havemeyer
in the senate on the financial bill, but and his sugar trust associates who have
one speaker was able to hold a quorum put up In other years for the party that
of senators or keep more than fifty lis let the sugar magnates dictate the tar
teners in the galleries. A few years ago, iff schedule as to the commodity which
when business depression
prevailed they import, knowing the
throughotit the land and hundreds of tion party cannot possibly secure a ma
thousands of persons were out of em Jority in the senate for six years, have
ployment, the political
spejlbinders nothing especial to gain by contribut
could easily assemble a large and ex- ing to the success of the minority par
cited audience to listen to them talk ca ty. The bitter denunciation of proteclamity. A few years ago when a west- tion recently made by Havemeyer
ern senator was to talk for free silver shows where the sugar trust Is at, but
and roast the gold standard men there as the protection party has the major
was standing room only In the galleries. ity In the senate and a change cannot
be made In less than six years, the suThings are different now.
gar trust will probably give grudgingly
Admiral Dewey says there should be this year for the good of the low tariff
no fortifications on the Nicaragua ca party.
nal, as it is simply to be an open water
way which the ships of all nations may
use when they pay the price, and in Some ol Them Will be There Nevertheless.
The New Mexican has seen fit to se
which none shall fight, although war
vessels of all countries may pass lect the territorial delegates to our na
and
through. The admiral says If there Is tional Democratic convention,
any fighting to be done down there to names a list which Includes several polmaintain the neutrality of the canal, iticians who have been prominent in
American men of war will do It, and legislative circles. If anything should
fortifications would be expensive and condemn an aspirant, In the eyes of the
useless. The United States can trust party, It Is the fact that he has been
her Deweys and Schleys to take care of that disreputable thing a New Mexico
the canal. So long as this country has legislator; but, if, In addition to that,
such fighters and such excellent ships he be named with approval by the New
In reach of the canal no nation Is going Mexican, then Is he doubly damned, a id
to disregard neutrality provided for un should be finally and forever excluded
Silver City Independent.
der the new treaty.
The above editorial Is somewhat
If the senate decides that the case tough on some of the prominent Demoagainst Senator Clark Is not proven It crats of this territory who have been
will be a sort of Scotch verdict, which members of the assembly. There is, for
Antonio Joseph,
cannot savor of exoneration. But Clark Instance,
should be unseated. A man who spends who served several terms In the coun
as large a sum as 100,000 to keep a lot cil; then comes Hon. O. A. Rlchardso.i
Of
attorneys and political who served twice In the upper branch;
heelerB at a capital when the legisla- Chairman Easley, of the Democratic
ture Is In session considering the elec- territorial committee, was a member of
tion of a senator does not leave the the house; Judge N. B. Laughlln, vho
members untrammeled, when their con- was a member of the house and council;
stituents are hired to worry them Into Capt. A. B. Fall served repeatedly In
voting for the man who gets support both branches; Hon. W. 8. Hopewell
only through boodle. Even If no mem was twice a member of the house, as
ber of the legislature was bought, they was Hon. J. F. Hinkle; Hon. John
were Influenced through the use of Morrow represented Colfax county in
money. There have been charges of the house, and Hon. John A. Mahoney
There are others.
bribery In the election of other senators, Grant county.
but never was the charge so clearly These gentlemen are very strong In
proven as in this case. It would give Democratic circles, are leaders of their
the public more confidence In the sen- party, and there can be no doubt but
ate If an example were made of the that some of them will go as delegates
to the Democratic national convention
Montana man.
at Kansas City, regardless of the desires, wishes and editorials of the
antl-prot-

log-rolli-

Porto Rico Tariff Discussion.

The president

has not receded from

his position In favor of free trade between Porto Rico and the United
States. The committee continues to favor a bill that provides a modified tariff. Several Republicans support the
views of the president, and the minority
party will vote solidly against the bill
reported by the committee. The United
States I certainly able to let the poor

In addition the New Mexican, Repub
lican as It is, desires to acknowledge
that these Democratic politicians and
members of the legislative assembly
are right good clttsens; and some of
them indeed very valuable cltliens.
This also Is a fact regardless of the
wishes and desires of a Democratic contemporary published among the silver
hills and copper shafts of Grant county.

Mew Mexico's

Crippled by
Rheumatism.

activity is predicted there in the near
future. The county contains, it is be-

lieved, over 900 square miles of unknown mineral territory, possessing the
advantages of good roads, timber and
water, and lacking only In transportaThose who have Rheumatism find tion. The residents of the district are
of
themselves
Rich
Hidden
Sections
a
growing steadily worse all fond of calling It the "Paradise of
Undeveloped
Territory
the while. One reason of this is that
the remedies prescribed by the doctors
Treasures--- A
Place Where the ProsDector and Capcontain mercury and potash, which ulG. H.
Justice of Peace,
timately intensify the disease by caus- Clarksburg,Apploton,
N.
Will Some Day Reap Abundant Harvest.
says. "Do Witt's Little
to
the
swell
and stiffen, Early Risers areJ.,the
Joints
ing
best
pills made for
a severe aching of the bones.
We use no others." QuickS reducing
. S. S. has been curing Rheumatism constipation.
(Mining and Metallurgical Journal.) i In Grant county there is a greater for twenty years even the worst oases ly cure all liver and bowel troubles.
Ireland's Pharmacy.
Official reports and state documents activity, but there are still sections which seemed almost incurable.
are not often placed on the same shelf awaiting the advent of capital and en
Oept. O.K. Hughes, the popular railroad
with the day's popular literature, but In terprise. Several well equipped estab eonduotor,
of Columbia, S. C, had an experience with Rheumatlm which convlnoed him
the libraries of mining men there will lishments are now working and turnCOURSE.
is onlv one
there
that
be an exception to this rule in the case ing out large quantities of gold, sliver oure for that painful diswas
a
He
ease.
"I
says:
of the report of Governor Miguel A. and copper. One of the leading enter
The committee having charge of the
great sufferer from musOtero of New Mexico, to the secretary prises In this couny Is the Sliver City cular Rheumatism for
course of lectures to be delivered at the
two years, I could get
of the interior. After reading this re- Reduction Works, which draws its ore no
court house of this city during the prespermanent reflet
port those who have ever visited that supply from all parts of New Mexico, from any medicine preent winter, under the auspices of Carle-to- n
scribed
physician,
my
by
California
wonderful territory and heard for Arizona, Utah, Colorado,
I took about a dozen botPost, G, A. R., take pleasure in anthemselves the stories of mineral wealth and Mexico. From Mora county, also, tles of your 8. 8. 8., and
to the public the engagement
nouncing
am
as
I
now
I
well
as
that the residents are fond of relating comes the cry for more capital and for ever was lnmy life. lam
of the following distinguished talent,
will marvel more than ever at the re- properly directed energy. Here there sure that your medicine
who will appear at the respective dates
cured me. and I would
luctance of the prospective mining in- are
ore, Iron and galena mnrwnmAnil tA Mf one
named below. It is to be hoped that
disease.'
blood
from
intellivestor to turn his attentions to the awaiting exploitation, and the
suffering
any
the citizens of Santa Fe will cordially
treasure laden soils of New Mexico. gent work of the prospector and miner
knows that Rheumatism unite with the committee in making this
Everybody
The volume is pregnant with pointers to show their extent. Coal of a
Is a diseased state of the blood, and lecture course an eminent success in evcharacter has recently been only a blood remedy is the only proper ery respect.
for men who have time and money to
treatment, but a remedy containing
Invest in mining ventures, and the discovered in apparently inexhaustible
March 1.
source from which it comes places it measures, which are of sufficient thickpotash ajad mercury only aggravates
Hon.
J.
P.
trouble.
Victory.
Subject, "The
the
beyond the suspicion often aroused by ness and of such excellence as to estabBench and Bar; Their Moods Grave,
the roseate reports of the professional lish their commercial value beyond all
Gay and Otherwise."
When railroad transprospector. If the governor is inclined peradventure.
Tickets for the full course, $1.60; sinMora
to the liberal use of superlatives in de- portation has been provided,
gle
admissions, 60 cents. Season tickets
over
the
all
marvelous county will become known
his territory's
scribing
for
pupils of colleges or schools, 76
to
direct
goes
Vegetable,
being
Purely
wealth, none can hold him very seri- west as a strong competitor in the the
cause of the disease and a per- cents. Tickets may be had and seats severy
market.
"black
diamonds"
Is
to
for
there
account,
everything
ously
manent cure always results. It is the cured at Ireland's drug store, at Welt-mer- 's
to indicate that his enthusiasm Is well
McKlnley county, of which Gallup only blood remedy guaranteed to constationery store, from the comfounded. The resources of New Mexico will be the county seat when the county tain no potash, mercury or other dan- mittee, or comrades of Carleton post.
deare endless, and the possibilities of
is fully organized next year, is located gerous minerals.
J. P. Victory, G. W. Knaebel, S. H.
velopment are not surpassed elsewhere In the rich coal producing section of the ' Books mailed free by Swift Specific Day, committee.
In the Union.
territory. Nearly the entire county is Company. Atlanta, Georgia.
The great industry of New Mexico for underlaid with coal and will no doubt
centuries to come will be mining. The In time be one of the richest counties in purchase.
In the western portion of
many mountain chains and detached the territory. The day Is not far distant Socorro county coal is found, but it is
ranges which are found in every part when the extensive coal fields of Otero not being worked, for lack of railroad
of the country are all seamed with county will begin to suppply large facilities.
Next comes Taos county.
mineral-bearin- g
veins. Rich deposits quantities of cheap fuel for El Paso. Considering the lack of capital, rapid
of gold and silver, coal, Iron, copper, Here, as in the other sections, capital Is strides are being made In the developdozment of the mineral resources of this
sulphur and marble, and many kinds the only requirement. In at least a
of precious stones are found. Governor en places along the line of the El Paso county. Millions of tons of low grade
PERIODICALS'
Otero confidently asserts that those who & Northeastern railway, in Otero coun- ores are already exposed and scores of
have the money and industry to de ty, deposits of superior ore, suitable for low grade veins remain to be opened.
SCHOOL BOOKS,
velop these wonderful resources will the manufacture of Bessemer steel, Genius to devise and capital to conand
coke
coal
been
found.
have
,
ex-and
Cheap
believes
he
that
for
the
struct
rewards,
the plants
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
reap big
profitable
the time cannot be long delayed when will place the Iron Industry of this coun traction of the precious metals from naand
other
on
with
a
Sundries, Etc.
localities,
Stationery
as
a
try
New Mexico will take first rank
plane
ture's treasure vaults in the Taos mounBooks not in stook ordered at eastern
then New Mexico, Texas and the whole tains, are the crying needs of the secmining community.
the tion. Eastern capitalists, it Is said,
prices, and subscriptions received fox
The principal
industry in southwest will be suppliedore with been
all periodicals.
The
iron
has
home
product.
on
and
have
an
this
on
Bernalillo
In
the territory is carried
eye
great
region,
some of the largest steel works
County, about fifteen miles from the tested at
to
be
and
is
shown
of
United
the
States,
Arizona line. The town is on the Santa
Fe Pacific railway, a division of the superior to the Colorado product. When
for the thorough ex
grand line of the Atchison, Topeka the time arrives
ploitation of the business, New Mexico
& Santa Fe road, and Is the principal
town on that line between Albuquerque will find one of her principal Industries
and Los Angeles. It furnishes regu- located In this county.
(ZOK SPECIAL VEaVTUKES.)
lar employment in its coal mines to in Santa Fe county is also heard the
about 600 men, and its annual output cry for "the requisite facilities." Gold,
exceeds 900,000 tons, or nearly half the silver, copper, lead, iron and zinc are FOB THAT HUNGRY FEELING!
IT'S NOT THE COAT
total output of the territory. The stored away in the mountains and hills
That makes the man, It's the whole
one of our 25c dinners, It will
Try
coal field extends to an unknown dist- around Cerrlllos, Dolores, Golden and
it. Hot and cold lunches at all suit, It's material, style, cut and goneral
satisfy
We will Insure you all
ance to the north and west of the town, San Pedro, and at Madrid, in the south- hours. Short orders our specialty and workmanship.
and is considered practically Inexhaustiern part of the county, are great meas- at honest prices Open day and night. these essentials. New goods arriving
Tailor made garments, just
dally.
Satisfaction wedo guarantee.
ble. In the Cochlti mining district, ures of anthracite and bituminous coal.
bought, 811.85.
near Bland, Is the largest mining en Except for the absence of water, the
THE
HOTEL,
SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN,
J. V. Conway, Mgr.
terprise in Bernalillo county. Notwlth- - stream of gold from these fields would
The Gents' Furnishers.
it-- is
room
enter-for
said
is
there
this
skill
Modern
Immense.
be
and
standing
a dozen more mining plants of prise have partly solved the problem A DAMP PROPOSITION
For family and medicinal purposes use KEEP AN EYE
equal capacity, with ore enough In the through the agency of deep wells, but the celebrated
LEMP'S
and bottled
ground to keep them all running fufl r powerful steam pumps must be relied beer, sold by all saloons keg
on drought or
handed for at least a quarter of a cen- upon finally to achieve success in a sat bottle. The doctors recommend
It.
On this space.
tury. A railroad from some point on the Isfactory degree.
Phone any saloon for small orders and
A. T. & S. F. road to Bland, Is much
No. 38.
Phone
HENRY
KRICK,
The range of mountains extending
Wholesale Dealer.
needed, especially by the small oper- south from Dolores is described as one
C. W DUDROW.
free
delivery.
Prompt
ators, who are unable to put up mills vast
of mineralized matter.
upheaval
of their own, but who, with railroad acBICYCLE REPAIRINO
Cunningham and several other hills of LOOKING FOR FILIGREE?
commodations, could find a ready mar- the
We extend a aordlal and welcome Inrange are veritable mountains of
At Denver prices.
ket for their ores. There are several
to
visit and examine this
ore, all of a grade to warrant the belief vitation to all
other mining camps In the county,
and popular style of jewelry
CrescenJt3, 835, $50 and $00.
that the whole mass can be profitably beautiful
manufactured by the Santa Fe Filigree
prominent among them being Hell Can- worked when the
kind of machinColumbia, 835, $50, $60 and $75.
right
&
Co.
Parties
Jewelry Manufacturing
on, Coyote Canon, Las Placttas, San
is at hand.
anticipating buying filigree jewelry
Renting.
Isldro and Copper City. The last two ery
Socorro county, In the central portion should call at our store and Inspect benamed are coppper camps, and the
E. S. ANDREWS.
fore
purchasing.
others gold and silver. They all have of New Mexico' finishes notner
N.
MONDRAGON,
Manager.
rlch leads and lack only development to dld opportunity for the Investment of
DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU
A K S.
K O- -D
make them good and profitable metal caPlta1' A number of mines are already
That small stores often have large
n
some
them
ship-oof
are
and
producers, but no one has yet appeared Producing,
We have some Special Bargains in bargains. We have just opened one
of
the field who has sufficient capital Pln lare Quantities of ore. The So- KODAKS. We want to close out our these small stores with
a complete line
to transform the prospects into produc- - corro ""strict will some day in the near present stock to make room for a new of Clean Fresh Groceries. The price as
It is predicted, be the Cripple assortment.
d
off list price,
wen as quality win please you.
Ing mines. The rich copper field at Cop- future,
sadWe also have all kinds uf Kodak supper City is bo far from a railroad that Creek of New Mexico, but it is now
Shady Grove Creamery Butter, 30c.
&
CO.
FISCHER
in
need
of
plies.
development.
the cost of transporting the ores great- ly
CELEST1NO ORTIZ & CO.
In Sullivan Hole district, situated In
ly hinders the Industry.
the San Mateo range, some promising
ENGAGED IN A GOOD CAUSE
FREE SILVER
In Colfax county, in the northeastern
Of putting down drink of standard
gold claims have been located, and a Has no novelties, but I have novelties
part of the territory, most of the mines little mining has been done, '' but this In all kinds of Sterling Silver. Sterling brands. Come in and help us along.
are already being worked on a paying alstrlct lB al80 , need of
Silver tableware; Sterling Silver toilet Fancy mixtures a specialty. Try the
development,
basis. Down in Dona Anna county, in and would furnlBh . -- ood fleld for nrQ- - sets; Sterling Silver manicure sets; Roger New Orleans Flz. It will appeal to ycur
Bros, spoons for souvenir gifts. Every- better taste.
the southwestern corner of the terri-- 1
pectors and caplta, in cat mountain
Green River whisky.
tory, are the Organ mountains. If these district, ten miles from Magdalena, thing In Silver. Pop ber the question
and buy her the ring at
THE OXFORD CLUB,
mountains were in Colorado, Montana, there are other
S. SPITZ, The Jeweler.
promising prospects that
J. E. Lacome, Prop.
Idaho, or in any of the western states might do equally well with developin which active mining and prospecting ment.
Another undeveloped section Is ARE YOUR FEET MATES?
THE CLAIRE HOTEL,
are carried on, there would be 6,000 men the Iron mountain
district, ten miles
In the heart of the city; elegantly
fit
are
can
If
am
I
them.
makI
they
on
at work
Governor north of Cat mountain. The same conthem today.
ing special prices on my entire winter furnished; brick building; nice large
Otero says that when the right people ditions
in
the
the region of
stock of Men's, Boys', Ladles' and Misses' office; electric lights; the only hotel
prevail
come along and take hold of them, these
s
In every
Graphic mines owned by C. C. Clark, of shoes and there are many Interesting heated by steam;
formations will turn out lead, copper
Men's and boys' Seamless respect.
The Driscoll property in Copper bargains.
Kelly,
and silver In great quantities. New canon is a
FRED. D. MICHAEL,
gold proposition of unusual Camp Shoes.
blood is needed with energy and capA foot of style at bargain price.
promise. Negotiations have been in
Proprietor.
CHAS.
HASPELMATH.
ital, and the earth will give forth in progress with eastern
capitalists for its Repairing.
proportion as It receives.
The California Limited
Fnest train west of Chicago; 29 hours 60
P. F. HANLEY. . .
minutes Santa Fe to Los Angeles. Pull-niaIn
Dealer
Fine Wines, Liquors
Car,
Dining Car,.
(with Barber Shop), Observation Car
and Cigars.
LadTes'
Parlor). Vestibuled and
(with
Imported and Native Wines for family electric-lighte- d
throughout. Four times
Oui
use.
McOld
,
a week Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays
Crow,
Specialties:
" I suppose you will be astonished when I tell you that sis years ago I was
Uuckenheimer
and
Rye,
Brayer,
lay and Saturdays, 8. a. m., from Santa Fe.
in a most dangerous condition with bronchitis and lung trouble, because you ;
lor and Paxton Whiskies.
P. O. 75 Santa Fo route.
can see how well and strong I am now. The attack at that time caused terrible
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
stsf- - f
pain in my chest and lungs. I could hardly move, and to stoop caused intense
Santa Fe, N. M.
AckSomeone
advised
iering.
er's English Remedy, and I
thought I would try it, although
I confess that down in my heart
I had little faith in it
The
first bottle gave great relief,
and the second bottle made me
EUROPEAN PLAN.
t' e
healthy woman I am today.
My husband's lungs are weak
.'so, and he cured himself with
the same gTand old remedy.
Our boy and girl have both
Special Hates by Week or
been saved by it from death
Month.
I
is
know
this
for
so,
by croup.
when they were attacked in the
in
I
bottle
a
the
closet,'
had
night
and by acting quickly that fatal
malady was easily overcome.
Wo always give it to the children
when they have a cough or cold,
avd we would not be without it
for anything. My sister will
tell you also, if you ask her, that
it is a medicine that can always
be depended upon for all the
troublesof the breathing organs.
I tell all our neighbors about
Acker's English Remedy whenever I get a chance, and there are plenty of msI
nle around Meohanicsville. N. Y.. where I live, who would no more think of m.1
-- t : . - .1
f . i i . !!.. j.i . tl... -- .. ... M
their doors wide open. As I look at it, parents are criminally responsible when I
they allow their children to die under their very eyes with croup, became hen
is a certain remedy that win conquer the terrible monster every time.
(Signed) mrs. f iovd fowls,
Acker's Bngllah Remedy It told by sit druggists under a positive guarantee
In
ease
of failure, ssc, uc., and ii a bottle at
that your money will be refunded
'
Waited States and Canada. In England, is. id., ts. )d and s. 6d.
All kiatfa of Boa h tad Halahod Lumber Teas
at "

Mineral Wealth
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Monteiuma Lodge No. 1, A.
Regular communication first Monday
each month at Masonlo Ha
at 7 :30 p. m.
W. S. Habboun,
W.M.
F. P. Ckiohton,
Secretary.
V, A A, M,

italist

8anta Fe Chapter No. 1, B. A.
Regular convocation second
Monday In each month at Ma
ioolo Hall at 7 :30 p. m.
Makcus Eldodt,
M.

LECTURE

gold-beari-

Abthub Silioiiam,
Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No. 1,
K, X. Regular conclave fourth
Monday In each month at Ma
onie Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. O. CAB1W81QHT, B. C.
F. S. Davis,
Recorder.

I.

1 fc

te

SSSMlood

JACOB WELTUER

Books andStationery

coal-mini-

BARGAIN COUNTER

BON-TO-

,

--

!

j

One-thir-

first-clas-

h. e.

O. O. IP.

LODGB
PARADISB
No. 2, l.O.O. V., meets
every Thursday even-I- n
at Odd Fellows
hall. Visiting brothers always welcome. G.
Lai Mubhlbisen, N,

F.

Recording Secretary.

O. WlSLEY,

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT No. 8, 1. 0. O.
F.: Regular communication the second and
fourth Tuesday of each month at Odd Fellows' hall; Tisitlmr patriarch! welcome.
W. M. H. Woodwabd, C. P.
J. E. Hainsi, Scribe.
MYRTLE REBEEAH LODGE, No. 9, l.O.O.
F.; Regular meeting flrat and third Tuesday
of eaoh month at Odd Fellows' hall. Vliltlng
brother and sitters welcome.
Miss Sallib Vah Absdbix, Noble Grand.
Miss Tbsbib Call, Secretary,
AZTLAN LODGE No. 8, I. O. O. ?., meet
every Friday evening in Odd Fellows halle.
San Francisco street. VUlting brothers
L. M, Bbown, N. G.

John

C.

Ssabs, Secretary.

2C. OB1

:f.

K.of P. Regular
meeting every Tuesday evening at7s30 o'elook
at Castle hall. Visiting knights given a cordial weloome.
David M. Whits,

SANTA FE LODGB No. 2,

Chancellor Commander,
W. N. Towbssnd,
K. of R. and S.

O. XT. "W.

A

--

GOLDEN LODGE No. 8, A. O. U. W., meets
every second and fourth Wednesdays, 8 p.m.
W. 8. Haskoun, Master Workman,
John C. Shahs, Recorder

I?. O. SBIKS.

23.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E holds Its
regular sessions on the second and fourth
Wednesdays of eaoh month. Visiting broth
ers are invited and welcome.
Chas. F. Easley, Exalted Ruler.
K. S. Andbews Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL

GAUDS.!,

ATTORNEY B AT LAWj
'
MAX. FROST,
.
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
CHAS. A. SPIESS.

Will praotloe In all

terrl ;

GEO.W. ENABBBL,
In Griffin Block. Collections
titles
a specialty.
Marching

and

Attorney at law.

torlal oourts. East Las Vegas,

N, M.

Offlos

BDWARD L. BABTLBTT,
Santa Fe, Haw Mexico. Offlos
Catron Block.
Lawyer

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land and
ml nlng business a specialty.
R. C. GORTNER,
Attorney at Law. Distrlot attorney for the
1st Judicial distrlot, counties of Santa Fe, San
Juan, Kio Arriba and Taos. Praotloe in all
oourts of the territory. Offloes In the Masonic Building and Court House, Santa Fe
New Mexico.
E. A. FIBER,
Attorney and Counselor at Law, P. O. Boa
"F," Santa Fe, New Mexloo. Praotloe iu
Supreme and all Distrlot Courts of New
Mexico.
.
A.B.RENEHAN,
Attorney at Law. Praotloes in all Territorial
Court of Claims.
Courts. Commissioner
Collections and title Marching. Rooms 8 and
OSpiegelberg Blook.

IXSUKANCB.
S.B.LANKARD,
Insurance Agent. Oflloe! Catron Blook, E
Side of Plasa, Represents the largest companies doing business in the territory of
NewMextco.ln both life, fire and aoolden

insurance.

DKNTIBTB.
D.W.MANLBY,
Dentist. Oflloe, Southwest Corner of Plasa
over Fischer's Drug Store.

n,
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A Mother's Plain Words
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CHAD. W. DUDROW, Prop
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MOUNTAIN

RYsV

2
TIME TABLE NO.
"

Mountain Time
Train No. 1 leaves El Paso. . .10:30 a. m.
Train No. 8 arrives El Paso. . 7:15 p. m.
(Dally Except Sunday.)
Train No. 1 ar Alamogordo . . 8:45 p. m.
Train No. 8 lv. Alamogordo. . . 8:80 p. m.
J)ally Except Sunday.)
Connects at Alamogordo with stage line
m Nogals, Mescalero, Ft. Stanton
. And White Oaks.
No one should leave Alamogordo

without making a trip on the.

iUMOCORDO

(

SACRAMENTO

THAT

MOUITHIX

,

MIL1M

FAMOUS

"UL0UD CLIMBING ROUTE"
And Cool Off At

"Cloudoroft"

The Breathing Spot of the Southwest
for lnfofftt!6n of shy kind regarding
Wrellrosdai of Ms countrsdjacsnt the rtt

LUnDEft AND FEED.

Ireland's pharmacy.

SACRAMENTO

fftMafr;

Another Big Ocean Liner.
rumored that another big ocean

J. I. Bevry, Loganton, Pa., writes, "I
am willing to take my oath that I was
of pneumonia entirely by the uso
cured
liner is to be built, which will rival eve
the famous Oceanic In size. As usual of One Minute Cough Cure after doctors
American enterprise is at tho head of failed. It also cured my child reu of
the project. America seems determined whooping cough." Quickly relieves and
to have the greatest, whether it be cures coughs, colds, croup, grippe and
lung troubles. Children all
steamships, art, inventions or meaicine, throat and
Take Hostetter's Stomach Bitters as an like it. Mothers endorse it. Ireland's
example of what has been accomplished Pharmacy.
in medicine. It has proved Its worth by
A Practical Application.
over so voars ot cures ot siomacn uis
eases. There is nothing like this famous
Pa My son, we must never put, off till
remedy for Indigestion, biliousness, con tomorrow what we can do today.
stipatlon and nervousness. It also cures
Willie
Well, then pa, let's tinisb up
liver and kidney trouble and prevents that mince pie.
Philadelphia Record.
malaria, fever and ague. Be sure you
"
get the genuine, with Private Revenue
BEAUTIFUL HANDS.
stamp over neck of bottle, or you win
not be benefited,
Ai I remember the first sweet touch

It U

'

-

beautiful hands tliat 1 loved so much
I seem to tin ill as 1 then was thrilled
Kissing the glove that I found unfilled,
When I met your gate and the queenly bow
As you said to me laughingly, "Keep It now I"
And dazed and alone in a dream I stand
Kissing the ghost of your beautiful hand.

Of thOBe

Selfish.
'No, uianiuia," sobbed the unhappy
young wife. "George doesn t love me,
I found it out last night.
"Oh, my poor child," the mother ex
claimed, "what has happened? Ah,
see it all! You found a letter In his
pocket!"
"It wasn't that," the miserable young
woman answered; "he came home and
told me that he bad had his life insured.
"Well?"
"Now, If he really loved me, wouldn't
he have had mine Insured Instead of
selfishly going and having all this pro'
tection put upon nimseiiY.
A Powder Mill Explosion
Removes everything In sight; so do
drastic mineral pills, but both are mighty
Don't dynamite the delicate
dangerous.
macninery of your noay witn caiomei,
croton oil or aloes pills, wheu Dr. King's
New Life Pills, which are gentle as a
summer breeze, do the work perfectly
Cures headacho, constipation.
Only 85c
at f iscner & vo.a drug store.

High Living in Chicago.
You have some prettv
Englishman
high buildings in Chicago, haven't you?
Chlcagoan (in London) Well. Ishould
remark! Why the tops of some of them
are covered with snow the year arouna
Puck.

An Editor's Life Saved by Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy.
Dtrlng the early part of October, 1896,
I contracted a bad cold which settled on
my lungs and was neglected until I
feared that consumption had appeared
In an Incipient state.
I was constantly
coughing and trying to expel something
which 1 could not. I became alarmed
and after giving the local doctor a trial
bought a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy and the result was immediate
improvement, and after I had used three
bottles my lungs were restored to their
healthy state. B. S. Edwabds, Publisher of The Review, Wyaut, 111. For
sale by A. C. Ireland.
A Legitmate Steal.
DeFaqne If I could get some one to
Invest a thousand dollars In that scheme
of mine I could make some money.
Crawford How much could vou makev
Why, a thousand. Pittsburg DiS'

patch.

.

When first 1 loved you, long ago.
And held your hand as I told you so,
Pressed and caressed it and gave It a kiss
And said, "I would die for a hand Ilka this!"
Little I dreamed love's fullness yet
Had to ripen when eyctf were wet,
And prayers were vain in their wild demands
For one warm touch of your beautiful hands.
Beautiful handsl 0 beautiful hands I
Could you reach out from the alien lands
Where you are lingering and give ma tonight
Only a touch, were it ever so light,
My heart were soothed, and ray weary brain
Would lull itself to rest again,
For there's no solace the world command!
Like the sweet caress of your beautiful hands.
Jamea Whitcomb Hiley.

MY ENGAGEMENT.
When a XIan Change His Girl,
He Had Better Notify Sis
Jeweler.
We have all, I suppose, in our lives
made blunders little blunders,
big
blunders, and so forth, till one reaches
the pitch of irretrievable blunder
and I have Just escaped from the con
sequences of one that for the moment
was likely to prove irretrievable.
I was I had foolishly allowed myself to be fascinated by Miss Stranger- ford yes, fascinated is, I think, just
the word to meet the case.
Phyllis Is a dear, quite a dear, and
for a time 1 submit that I was totter
ing on the brink. I believe, as a mat
ter of fact, that I did propose once or
twice, but of course I knew she'd say
"no." She's so sensible. But, for one
awful, terrible moment at the time
I'm going to tell you about I thought
she was going to forget herself and say
"yes."
You see, the truth Is, one is a little
bit afraid of Miss Strangerford. Everything will seem to be going swimmingly, and you think you're getting
bh quite well and being rather clever
and all that, and then you look up and
you see a something In her eyes which
sobers you down again. It's In her
eyes. Somewhere right at the back of
them there's a kind of glistening twinkle that makes you feel that you're a

"I think I would go crazy with pain
were It not for Chamberlain's Palm
Balm," writes Mr. W. H. Stapleton,
Hermlnle, Pa. "I have been afflicted
with rheumatism for several years and fooL
have tried remedies without number, but
Now, Laura Is not like that. She is
Palm Balm Is the best medicine I have clever and knows all about books,
got hold of.", One application relieves music and Ibsen, and she hardly ever
smiles. But MIsa Strangerford Just sits
the pain. ' For sale by A. C. Ireland.
curled up In her chair and chatters
Interpretation.
about nothing In particular, and says
Can you understand anything your
funny things which make you laugh
baby says, Mrs. tidos?
and dresses very smartly, and even
understands
the
No; but Bobby
baby,
and Johnny understands Bobby, so we sometimes smokes cigarettes, and yet
begins to talk about deeper
get along very nicely. Indianapolis directly one
subjects she stays quite quiet and
journal.
keeps that funny look In her eyes, for
There is no better medicine for the all the world as If she was laughing at
babies than Chamberlain's Cough Rem you to herself.
Last summer, down on the river, we
edy. Its pleasant taste and prompt and
effectual cures make it a favorite with got on awfully well at first. It was
mothers and small children. It quickly later on that I came to the conclusion
cures their coughs and colds, preventing that it would be a mistake to carry
matters further, and as she had just-w-ell,
or other serious conse
pneumonia
not exactly refused, but put me
quences. It also cures croup and has off for the second time, I
thought It
been used in tens of thousands of cases better to let the matter drop.
without a tingle failure so far as we have
Then I met Laura.
Laura adores
been able to learn. It not only cures music balls. She says that she thinks
croup, but when given as soon as the the color scheme of the ballet most in'
croupy cough appears, will prevent the structlve and has come to the conclu
attack. In cases of whooping cough It slon that It Is unconsciously based on
the
principles of color music.
liquefies the tough mucus, making it I amprimitive
sure she's right I like them my
easier to expectorate, and lessens the self.
severity and frequency of the paroxysms
I saw a good deal of her after that
of coughing, thus depriving that disease dinner, and last week we
practically
For became engaged. Naturally I wanted
of all dangerous consequences.
to
to
some
commem
souvenir
sale by A. C. Ireland.
give her
orate the day not the ordinary, vulgar
Not Prepared Tor Frankness.
ring, but something with latent mean
Sir, exclaimed the colonel jumping to
In it.
Laura is great on latent
bis feet, do you mean to call me a liar? ing
No sir, replied the other man promptly, meanings, so I knew she would appreI haven't got a gun. Detroit Free Press. ciate It
On the morning after the engagement
No Bight to Ugliness.
I went to Somerton, the jeweler's, and
The woman who Is lovely In face, form explained what I wanted. Dickson,
and temper will always have friends, but their bead man, spotted the Idea at
one who would be attractive must keep once.
her health. II she is weak, sicKiy and
"You want something with a pretty
all run down, she will be nervous and
In It something original."
Irritable. If she has constipation or sentiment
1 couldn't think
of anything my
ner
mood
win
Kidney trouble,
impure
cause pimples, blotches, skin eruptions self, but he showed me a design which
and a wretched complexion. Electric be declared would be just the thing.
Bitters Is the best medicine In the world It was a sort of brooch, with two
to regulate stomach, liver and kidneys hearts one a ruby and one a diamond.
and to purify the blood. It gives strong The ruby was supposed to be mine, benerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety skin, cause Dickson explained that It signi
rloh complexion. It will make a good- - fied
passion and devotion. The two
looking, charming woman of a
Invalid. Only 50 cents at Fischer & big stones were bound together with a
true lover's knot In diamonds a copy
Co. 'a drug store.
of an old pattern, he assured me, and
Onel a la Francais.
very pretty It looked. I gave him my
Who Is that young fellow over there? card to slip Into the box when It was
The one running?
sent home.
.That's the Count De Castellane. He
"What inscription, sir?" he asked as
Is rushing around the corner to kill a
French editor by cablegram. Cleve- I was leaving the shop.
Of course, directly he asked me that
land Plain Dealer.
I was stuck.
So I just told him to put
olcanlo Eruptions .;
on the usual sort of thing and to send
Are grand, but skin eruptions rob life It to the young lady at once, together
of joy. Bucklen's Arnica Salve euros with my card.
them; also old, running and fever sores,
Two days later among my morning's
ulcers, bolls, felons, corns, warts, cuts, letters I received a note from
Miss
bruises, burns, scalds, chapped hands,
1
chilblains, best pile cure on earth. Strangerford asking me to go to tea.
Drives out pains and aches. Only 25 had Intended going to see Laura, but
cents a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by on getting a telegram to put me off, deFischer & Co., druggists.
cided to go and see Phyllis.
I was shown Into her boudoir and
found her, as usual, curled op in an
A Skeptical Mind.
armchair, smoking a cigarette.. It
The rich and rapid young man was truck me that she was looking exnot succeeding very well In his suit with
pretty, and for one fleeting
the poor but sensible young woman he tremely
econd 1 almost wished that Laura
was anxious to win.
But Fannie, he urged, I have fifty moked.
Also, If Laura baa a fault which,
thousand a year,
.
mind
you, I am not prepared to admit
she
thousand
what?
responded. -sFifty
Bad habits? Detroit Free Press.
till, If she has a fault, It Is that aha
has quaint Ideas on the subject of halr- dresslug. Now, Phyllis It always beauSUe doesn't indicate quality. Beware tifully "colffe."
of counterfeit and worthless salve ofFor. my part 1 felt a little uncomfort
fered lor De Witt's Witch Hatel Salve.
but Mtsa Phyllis was not In the
able,
InIs
De Witt's
the only original. An
There
degree discomposed.
lightest
cure
disana
lor pues
all skin
lauiDit
was another nan there, and ha
eases. Ireland's Pharmacy,
(tang.
.
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me a little, but 1 treated him with1
deserved contempt.
After about ten
minutes of desultory chatter he took
himself off.
Miss Phyllis watched the door close
behind him, and then, suddenly turning to me, she stretched out her hand
and said:
"My dear Gerald, how can 1 thank
you?"
I confess that I was considerably
taken aback.
"I think," continued Phyllis, without
noticing my surprise, "that you are
id e most generous ana rorgiving person In the world."
"I was afraid," said 1, "that you
were offended with me, but you are
not, are you, since you've asked me to
come?"
"Offended!" said Miss Phyllis. "My
dear Gerald, whatever made you think
that? You're a dear. See, I've got It
on."
I did see, and to my horror I realized
for the first time that the glistening
object which I had been admiring so
much In Phyllis' chiffon was the brooch
I had ordered for Laura.
"That," 1 gasped, "Is a little memento of our of my engagement!"
"Yes," said Phyllis, smiling. "I consider myself really engaged now."
"You don't mean to say," I stammered, "that you"
"Oh, but 1 do!" she Interrupted.
"Really, really I do!" And her eyes
sparkled.
"There Is a mistake somewhere," 1
"1 that Is, you
explained confusedly.
I mean I am engaged."
"Naturally," said Miss Phyllis, raising her eyebrows. "We are both engagedisn't It splendid?"
"But," I managed to ejaculate at
last with more force than politeness.
"I'm engaged to some one else, not to
you."
This speech, blunt and plain enough
in Its way, seemed to afford Phyllis Infinite amusement She curled herself
up more tightly in her chair and fairly
quivered with suppressed merriment.
"Don't you understand?" 1 explained. "I am engaged to Miss AInesly
Laura AInesly, and of course, I'm awfully sorry, but that was sent you by
mistake."
to subdue her
Phyllis managed
laughter.
"My dear Gerald, please don't look
like that," she said, wiping the tears
from her eyes with an absurd little
pocket handkerchief. "You needn't
look so woebegone, even' if you did
think I was going to accept you. I
promise not to marry you. Can't you
see? You went into Somerton's and ordered this brooch and told them to
send it direct to the lady's house.
"It never seemed to have occurred to
you to mention her name, and as they
had made something for me at your order In ages past they naturally concluded that this was for me, too, and
sent it on by a messenger with your
card. I knew it was a mistake, so 1
sent my maid down to Inquire. It was
not difficult to guess the truth."
"Oh!" said I lamely.
"There, here you are, you silly boyi"
he said, holding out the brooch. "Bun
away to Laura with it, and forgive me
for playing a practical joke on you, but
you did look such a picture of dismay!"
"Won't you keep It please?" said I
humbly. "I ought to pay a penalty for
my stupidity."
"It's awfully good of you, Gerald,
and it's very pretty, but I don't know
that I ought to. I've been engaged
since Wednesday, you see, to Captain
Mahon."
"The very thing!" 1 cried, turning to
the Inscription on the back. "I was
engaged on Wednesday, too; see, here's
the date."
Phyllis looked.
"It does seem to fit it nicely," she
said. "May I really keep it?"
"Please do," said I, "and If he says
anything tell him it was a premature
Christmas offering."
I am glad the mistake happened after all, for 1 am very fond of Phyllis.
And well, Captain Mahon, or whatever his name is, is a very lucky man.
Home Chat
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Mosqnttoea In
English people will tell yon that in
their happy Isle there are no such
things as mosquitoes. One gets pretty
well used to this kind of talk, but in
this particular Instance the boast holds
good, or, rather, did hold good until the
last few years. It Is not alone dollars
that the' summer tourist has brought
to London. Mosquitoes have been imported, and they have distressed the
British more than the American visitors. Probably the name Is a potent
one to conjure with, and some Idea
of what terrible things are expected of
mosquitoes may be learned from this
simple tale of the north country: Some
miners In remote workings of a Yorkshire colliery reported to the superintendent that they bad been much annoyed by the bites of mosquitoes. He
went down to see about It and found a
large and energetic colony of yeUow
banded wasps "yaller Jackets," if you
like that better. Alnslee's Magazine. '

THE SOPERB CLIMATE
Santa Fe Has Fine Summers and
Moderate Winters with Equable
Temperature.

she's "all

The Salubrious Atmosphere of the Terri
tory and Seasons Why the Climate Is
Healthful and the Country Ohosen
for Sanitariums.
A knowledge of the contour of New
Mexico in relation to the surrounding
country is necessary to clearly under
stand the cause of its climatic advant
ages, that are not possessed by any
other part of the United States. A
study of the Rocky mountain region re.
veala the fact that the great chain
from the far north is broken in its continuity as it leaves Colorado. In New
Mexico there are smaller ranges with
here and there lofty peaks with timbered slopes and barren crowns to re
lieve the clouds of moisture. From
them Incline fertile valleys and grassy
upland plains to the gulf region until
when the southern border Is reached,
there are no mountains between New
Mexico and the southern water. Three
fourths of this territory has an altitude
of 5,000 feet. At the southern
border
the valleys have dropped to from 8,000
to 4,000 feet, while the Santa Fe valley,
at the capital city, has an altitude of
6,967 feet at the plaza.
A country of such varied altitudes
must have some variety In climate, but
the variation is in degrees ot temperature mainly, for in general the climate
of New Mexico is dry and salubrious
The rainfall Is principally confined to
showers in the summer, with little rain
or snow in the winter, except In the
northern part of the territory.
Near the extreme southern line, In
the Sacramento mountains, a lofty
peak is the first considerable elevation
met with, as the moisture-lade- n
gulf
clouds drift to the northwest, and this
precipl ;ates rain to greater extent than
any other mountain, the rainfall there
having in exceptional seasons been es
llmated at 48 inches. But over the ter
ritory the normal precipitation ranges
from 8 to 35 inches, according to eleva
tion.
COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE.
The southern valleys are, of course,
the warmest portions of New Mexico In
the summer, but the hottest are pleas
anter In midsummer than the east, be
cause the air is dry, rapidly absorbs the
dampness of the skin and has a cooling
effect. The weather ia nevoi nnnmaflivn
the nights are always cool enough to
sleep under cover and generally under
a blanket.
Santa Fe, being up out of the great
valley of the territory, is especially
blessed as to summer temperature. The
highest record by the thermometer in
this city in twenty-si- x
years was 96 degrees In 1878, an extreme rarely approached. In the last ten years SI was
the highest absolute temperature. It
should be borne in mind that in a dry
climate the record of the metallic ther
mometer does not indicate the real tern
perature felt by a human body, which
is cooled by the drying effect of the air,
It has been demonstrated that a tem
perature of 90 at Santa Fe Is not more
oppressive and heating than 72 at St.
Louis, or at any place with a humid ell
mate.
The following table was made up
from reports of the climate and crop
service of the weather bureau, and
gives a general Idea of the relative intensity of heat as indicated by the me
tallic thermometer:
Mean Tem

perature,
S

a. m.

1 p. m,

ready "for her

trousseau's

The Maxwell
Land Grant. . .

the

prepared,

has

"trip"
been

planned,
and the house
picked out and

When we see a young woman go out to
meet fate that way it brings to mind the
Frenchman's saying of the Charge of
the Light Brigade. " It wa3 magnificent
but it was not war." It is magnificent
to see the young girl face the future so
fearlessly, but it is not life. No young
woman is ready for married life unless
her physical condition is up to the standard of marriage, in the health of all the
delicate womanly organs, and rarely is
that the case.
Young women entering upon the
state of marriage will find no friend so
helpful as Dr. Tierce's Favorite Prescription. It gives vigor and elasticity to the
organs peculiarly feminine, prevents the
drains that ruin the health, and makes
the ordeal of motherhood so easy that it
is practically almost painless.
"At an early atae of married life," writes
Mr. Flora Arn, of Dallas. Jackson Co., Mo., "I

Situated in New Mexico and Colorado, on
the Atohison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and
Union Paoiflo, Denver & Ghilf Roads.

1,500,000

FOR SALE.

Farming Lands Under Irrigation System.
In tracts ao acres and upward, with perpetual water rights
cheap and oa easy term ef m annual payments with 7
Alfalfa, drain and Fruit of ail kinds grow
per cent Inter
to perfection.

was greatly bothered with painful periods, also
a troublesome drain which rendered me very
weak and unfit for work of any kind. I became
ao thin there was nothing left of me but skin aud
bone. My husband became alarmed and got me
a bottle of 'Favorite Prescription.' After he
saw the wonderful effect of that one he got me
two more, and after I used those up there was no
more pain, and X began to gain in flesh very
rapidly."

Choice Prairie or Mountain Grazing Lands,
Weil watered and with good bolter, interspersed with fine
ranches suitable for raising grain and fruits In stxe of tracts
to suit purchasers.
LARQER PASTURES FOR LBASB, for long terms of years,
fenced or unfenced; shipping facilities over two railroads.

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser answers every question. It is sent
free on receipt of at
stamps to
pay the cost of mailing only. For the
d
send
edition
31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
one-ce-

cloth-boun-

rlers to shield New Mexico from gales,
and when a wind finds Its way up the
winding Rio Grande, Santa Fe receives
but the feather edge of the blow.
NEW MEXICO SANITARIUMS.
Sunny, bright days mark the winter
season, which, until Christmas at least,
is quite as delightful as the glorious
summer, though crisp and cool. Even
the spring months in Santa Fe cannot
be equaled for mildness in any eastern
state. While hundreds of tourists visit
the city in summer and make a more or
less protracted stay, the number who
come to remain permanently for the cu
ratlve effect upon tuberculous diseases
Is all the while increasing. The propor
tion of the latter will be undoubtedly
enlarged in consequence of the indorse.
ment given New Mexico's climate by
the United States marine hospital serv
ice, which has In 1899 established two
permanent sanitariums In the territory,
and will maintain them as homes tor
3oldlers and sailors afflicted or threat.
ened with tubercular troubles. Many
years of life at New Mexico army posts
and a careful examination by experts
led the authorities to take this action
in the Interest of military Invalids, and
It is also Intended to remove to New
Mexico consumptive Inmates of soldiers'
homes In California and eastern states.
Favorable conditions exist all over
New Mexico for restoration to health or
for Improving the condition of such sufferers; a dry, aseptic air, light atmospheric pressure, well drained soil, a
minimum of cold and heat, the absence
of great changes In temperature and a
maximum of sunshine.
SUNSHINE RECORDS.
As to the latter point, the latest fig
ures available from the government records are those of 1897, the year book of
1898 having not yet been published. The
summer of 1897, as it happened, was unusually cloudy and rainy at Santa Fe,
yet the superiority of this city in the
matter of days that were sunny
throughout, can be seen by a few comparisons with places In various parts of
the country.

ACRES OF LAND

GOLD MINES
On this Orant near Its western boundary are situated the
Qold Alining Districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where
mines have been successfully operated for 25 years, and new
rich discoveries were made in 1895 In the vicinity of the new
camps of Hematite and Harry Bluff as rich as any camp in
Colorado, but with lots of as yet unlocated ground open to
prospectors on terms similar to, and as favorable as, th

United States Government Laws and Regulations,
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Spring
or for these camps.
TITLE perfect, founded on United States Patent and confirmed by decision of the U. 5. Supreme Court.
For further particulars and pamphlets apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,

ratoit;

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatment by Ely's Cream Halm, which is
aroniutic. It is received through the
nostrils, cleanser and heids the whole surface over which it diffuses itself. Druggists
sell lao 5Uc. size; unal size by mail, 10
cents. Test it and you aro euro to continue
tlie treatment.
Announcement.

To sccoiiiinodaio those who nra partial
to the use of al'. i'.iizev j in applying liquids
into the iia:;!.l) a.:i cs lor cdarrial troll-Ok- i,
tho proprietors irei;uro Cream Balm in
liquid form, v liichw iHl o hnrnvn a3 Ely's
Liquid Croain iilm. Vtkt including tho
spraying tuLo is 7 i cents. Druggists or by
mail. The liquid form embodies the med.
icinol properties of the solid preparation.

HVt.

1ST.

L. T. Travis, Agent Southern It. E.,
Selina, Ga., writes, "I can not say too
much in praise of One Minute Cough
Cure.
In my case it worked like a
charm."
The only harmless remedy
that gives Immediate results. Cures
coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis, and all
throat and lung troubles.
Ireland's
Pharmacy.

The Baling- - Passion.
Wife (who has been out shnnnlnr nil
day) Oh, dear, how tired and hungry I

am.
Husband
In town?

Didn't vou have anv lunch

Wife A plate of soup onlv. I didn't
feel that I could afford to have more.
Husband Did vou And the hat vou

kinds of typewriter papers for wanted?
Wife Oh. ves: it is a nerfsek dreain
Mexican printing office
John, and it only cost 828. Collier's
The Mew Mexican lob department and reeKiy.
Its large force of employes can fill any
Tem
If the reader of this should chance to
No. of Days. order expeditiously.
know of any one who is subject to at
ACKER'S DYSPEPSIA TABLETS ARE
tacks of bilious colic he can do him no
SOLD ON A
a
greater favor than fo tell him of Cham
0
Statlona
Positive guarantee. Cures heart-burB .
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
raising of the food, distress after eat- Remedy. It always gives prompt relief.
1
ing or any form of dyspepsia. One lit- For sale
by A.C. Ireland.
tle tablet gives Immediate relief. 25
60
cts.
cts.
to.
70162
and
Boston
,
Why He Sanoed.
37.
165
Buffalo
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
44
lft 127
Southern California Agent There, sir,
New York
124 136
42.
PhiladelDhia..
look over Into that field. Did vou ever
A Common Situation.
114 114
511125.
Chicago
see a man plow so easily as that?
111 110
Kansas City...
Mrs.
seems
The
Wife
that
It
strange
90 124
St. Louis..
r.asiern r armer by gum! The plow
Von Tooler, with an Income of thirty
99 104
58143
Cincinnati
does seem to goeasy, don'tlt? The man
108
so
be
in
97
should
...46.
thousand,
always
deeply
Memphis
seems to enjoy it.
6S'i5.
ISO 87
Denver
debt.
149 40
10(20.
"Yes, sir; keeps jumping and dancing
Santa Fe
is
trouble
The
The
Husband
dear
my
42
128
El Paao
like a boy; just see his heels fly."
Hulda, that she has lust enough money along
"Looks a good deal like a jig, I must
used before to make her socially ambitions, but not
Note The minus sign
say."
enough to live respectably. Life.
figures above Indicates below sero.
Little Boy (native) Pop ain't dancin'i
he's tryin' ter keep outen the way 0' tba
MOKI TEA POSIVIVELY CURES SICK
This table shows that In the year 1897
tarantulas an' rattlesnakes wot he turns
HEADACHE,
only El Paso had more sunshine than
Santa Fe, but that Texas city has much Indigestion and constipation, A delightHis Life Was Saved.
hotter summers and almost as great ful herb drink. Removes all eruptions
Mr. J. E. Lilly, a prominent citizen of
an extreme ot cold, with an excessive of the skin, producing a perfect
comhad a wonderful
amount of wind In the winter.
Hannibal, Mo.,
plexion, or money refunded. 25 cts. and deliverance fromlately
a frightful death, lu
The government records do not show 50 els.
telling of it he says: "I was taken with
that any place In the United States
For sals at Fischer's drug store.
typhoid fever that ran into pneumonia.
Santa Fe in sunshine, year In and
I was so
My lungs became hardened.
Futile Heroism.
year out, the average number of hours
weak I couldn't sit up in bed. Nothing
What is the matter-wit- h
of sunshine dally in a period of five
Rasblelgh?
helped me. I expected to soon die ot
Absent mlndedness, that's all.
years being seven hours and forty-fiv- e
consumption, when I heard of Dr. King's
bruised
Nonsense!
the
man's
and
cut
for
Is
which
about
New Discovery. One bottle gave great
minutes,
right
just
frightfully.
relief. I continued to use it, and now
health.
comfort
and
variety,
Yes. He tried to stop a runaway auto- am well and
I
A favorable point In comparison with mobile
say too
In
tront of It and much In its strong. Thiscan't
by jumping
marvelous
praise."
the east is that the most sunshine here
It.
cost
at
waving his
Philadelphia medicine is the surest and quickest cure
Is In the fall and winter, November Press.
in the world for all throat and lung
leading, while In the east the tun Is
trouble. Regular sizes 50 cents and 81.
more In evidence In the summer months,
Trial bottles free at Fischer & Co. 's drug
when it Is sometimes neither wanted
Shows the state of your feelings and store; every bottle guaranteed.
nor needed.
the Btate of your health as well. ImA Unique Calender.
The modorn and most effective cure pure blood makes Itself apparent In a
of the Aztec Calondar,
New
Edition
sallow
and
for constipation and all liver troubles
complexion, Pimples
pale
to June, 1900, now on sale at
the famous little pills known as DeWHt's and Skin Eruptions. If you are feeling January
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Ticket Office.
ConLittle Early Klsers. Ireland's Pharmacy. weak and worn out and do not have a tains six
In color
reproductions
separate
healthy appearance, you should try (8x11 Inches) of Buroank's Pueblo InAcker's Blood Elixir. It cures all blood dian portraits the season's art sensadiseases where cheap Sarsaparlllas and tion. Also engraved cover represanttng
purifiers fall; knowing this, ancient Aztec calendar stone. A handwe sell every bottle on a positive guar- some and unique souvenir; edition limited; order early. Price 25 cents.
"
antee.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
All

sale

at the New

.

ll'i
Boston.
Buffalo
Chicago
Ciuciunatl....
Denver
Oes Molnei

.

Detroit

Cialveston
Kansas City....

Memphis.'.
Now Orleans...
New York

I'hllad.lDhla...

St. Louis
Uh Francisco .
Sai.ta Fe .... ...
Washington....

SANTA FE SUMMER.
Were Santa Fe located in sight of St
Louis or Chicago, with Its present elevation, residents of such place would
behold a city more than a mile and a
quarter skyward, above the hot, mala-ria- l,
moisture-soake- d
earth, In a purer
atmosphere, which all would seek.
Should they behold the city where she
Is they would find a still cooler and
purer atmosphere, where there is little
moisture, a porous soil to drain away
the rain that comes, and a precipitous
Bow to tit In a Eusom.
We have borrowed many thing! from descent for escape of the snow-fe-d
and gorges in sight of the city.
the English. One la the accepted meth- streams
The records show that no other city
od of getting Into and out of a cab. The
In the same latitude possesses so cool a
novice In hansom cab driving gets In as
summer temperature as Santa Fe,
he would Into a victoria, coupe or other American equipage and seata her- where the average Is 17 degrees and the
between night and day temperself on the far aide, leaving room for change too
slight to be detrimental to
ber companion or escort to be Mated ature
health. Thanks to elevation, to wooded
her
side, next to the curb on enter- mountains
by
far southward, and shelter
ing. Not to the woman who has had. from the hot winds
of Arlsona that are
ber hansom education in London or in
an English environment She seats warded off by the rising series ot mounherself where she enters that Is, at tain ranges between Santa Fe and the
lower levels of desert, this city
the curb and her escort la obliged to: sandy,
is the coolest south of the upper lake
crawl by her to get to his place. Where,
region. It Is far cooler than Denver, has
we turn to the right In driving the continental method Is to turn to the left,! thermometer readings about as low as
and vice versa, which probably ac- -' San Diego, and Is tree from the humid
counts for this method of transplanted heat of the coast.
THE WINTER SEASON.
misdirection which we follow In riding
One who has not seen the lay of the
In a hansom. New York Herald.
land might think that an elevated place
having so delightful a summer climate
"I am Indebted to One Minute Cough would have a severe winter.. Tet this is
Cure for my health and life. It cured not true. The winter temperature Is not
me of lung trouble following grippe."
so low as In the lower Ohio valley, and
Thousands ewe their lives to tho prompt Is free from moisture, there being less
action of this never falling remedy. It of
cloudy weather in winter than In
cures coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis, summer.
To the north, the great mounand
and
throat
lung
pneumonia, grippe
troubles. Its early use prevents con- tains ot Colorado receive the greatest
sumption. It Is the only harmless rem snowfall, and break the force of northedy that gives Immediate results. Ire- - ern winds; other mountains eloser stand
"
'
land's rnarmacy.
,V"
guard to shelter the Santa Fe valley,
which lies at their (set. To the east a
out the sold northers as
Tuts Daoer Is for sal at Us range keepssouth-ward
te Tens. West,
they rush
draf fforeNwm J. Bern sTrtfth( ward
also, aature bee mfposid bar
CemZSos,

Heilc.

Jill

NEARLY ALWAYS PLEASANT

Eng-laua-

of

If " coming events cast their shadows
before," those shadows on the blind
presage a wedding in the
near
future.
The young
lady may even
be "all ready"
to marry, that
is, she thinks

n,

1

(- -)

P- -

ex-cel- ls

YOUR FACE

Dyspepsia Cure
eat

The Joys of Anticipation.

THE
CLEANSING

Said Mrs. Gadabout, who had come to
ND HEALING
CUBE roii
spend the day, to little Edith:
aids
and
"Are you glad to see me again, Edith?"
It artificially digests the food
reconNature in strengthening and
"Yes, m'm. and mamma's glad, too,"
digestive or- replied the child.
structing the exhausted
i
t
dlgest-aa"Is she?"
is the latest discovered
gans.
and tonic. No other preparation
"Yes, m'm. She said she hoped you'd Ely's Cream Balm
come todav and have It ovei with."
can approach it in efficiency. It
and pleuant to
Euy Conufni
relieves and permanently cures Collier's Weekly.
no innt

Diaests what you

ATARRH

CATARRH

It

jurious drug.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
ACKER'S ENGEISH REMEDY WILL STOP
It ia quickly absorbed.
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Give Relief at ones.
A COUGH
SlclcHeadache.Gastralgia.Cramps and
all otnerresultsof imperfect digestion. At any time, and will curs the worst
UULU tl AU
cold In twelve hours, or money refund' BmIi Md Protect! the Nembmoe. Bestow the
ol
Tute
Kmtll.
tad
front
d. 25 cts. and M ets.
Urge 8H, o oeati t
Preser by I. C. DeWITT CO, .Chicago.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
For sale at Inland's pharmacy
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Mrs. T. B. Catron returned from Den
ami
Mrs. wntwc
Mrs. J. M. Dial, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. the most delightful social evente of the gere, Mrs. Kapp,
ver
this week.
Mrs.
remembered
Boyle.
Ortiz, the Misees Nina Otero. Virginia season, and will long be
Norman Wiard, of Washington,
Mrs.
SOCIETY.
SUFFRAGE
THE
In attendance.
Otero, Crane, Vlctorina Sena, Sofia with pleasure by those
the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
is
womD.
C,
of
territorial
the
The meeting
Among those In attendance were:
Abreu, Mary Sena, Crumpacker, Doyle,
NUPTIALS.
aft- A. A. Newbery, and will spend the sumTHE
last
an's
Saturday
society
Mrs.
suffrage
and
Governor
Otero,
Secretary
Amelia Baca,
The marriage Thursday forenoon at Gulllford, Maria Baca,
Col. ernoon at the home of Mrs. Wallace mer in Santa Fe.
Cleofas Senas, Magdale- - Wallace, Mrs. McFle, Mrs. Palen,
T. J. Helm, general agent of the Denthe cathedral of Charles F. Abreu to Rosarita Sena,
was very largely attended. A number
Mrs.
and
General
Rev. A. Halterman, Messrs. and Mrs. Knaebel,
returned
& Rio Grande railroad,
ver
a
ana
were
Miss Carmen Sena was an event that na Ortiz,
new
members
of
enrolled,
and
E. F. Otero, Eduardo Victory, Captain and Mrs. Day, Mr.
last evening from a business visit to
will long be pleasantly remembered by Gortner, Solignac,
constitution and
adopted.
Fancy Alfalfa ccd.
Miss
Morrison,
and
Mrs.
Flske,
Judge
Alfonso
Clothier,
y
Denver. This morning he went to
those who thronged the cathedral and Otero, Luis Sena,
TEA AT THE LIBRARY.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boyle, Mrs. J. E.
others.
Choice Tiiiiolliy Seed.
to meet Mrs. Helm, who returned
rooms
witnessed the event. The stately ca- Manuel Sena and many
at
tea
the
The
Rev.
library
given
;
Mrs.
Jones,
and
her
Wood
mother,
WASHINGTON DAT.
thedral interior was decorated with
Extru fieiui Kentucky Blue Grass Seed.
by the woman s from a visit to California.
W. H. Moore and Mrs. Moore, Mrs. A. Tuesday afternoon
garlands of green twined above the The presentation Thursday afternoon A. Newbery and her mother, Mrs. Nor board of trade was a social as well as Mrs. N. 13. Laughlin will give an at
in honor of her
rnnin ft Isle into an airy archway. Over of a charter to Sunshine chapter, man
D. C; a financial success. Delicious Mexican home Tuesday afternoon
Wiard, of Washington,
cakes guest, Miss King, ot wasmngton, u. u.
the entrance to the chancel was sus- Daughters of the American Revolution
tea
and
and
chocolate
of
Las.
dainty
Wheelock
Seed!.
and
Mesdames
Flower
and
Rapp
D. M. Ferry Standard Garden
and Mrs.
Hon. anil Mrs. Solomon Luna, ot Los
The proceeds of the affair
pended a large star, an emblem of hope at the home of
Vegas, Candee and Spalding of Lowell, were served.
Lunns. sDent the week in the capital, In
while within the altar space hung a Prince, on Palace avenue, was made the
were
$10.63.
E. J. Boucn California Garden, Field, and Flower Seeds.
Hall
New
of
York,
Mass., Splegelberg
u
marattendance at the
THE CARD CLUB.
wedding bell of white, decorated with occasion of a patriotic demonstration
was as de of Omaha, Frost, Hughes, Catron,
en- -, riage, and left yesterday for home.
S.
afternoon
flowers, a symbol of Joy. Upon the rim and social gathering which
Mrs.
Spitz yesterday
most Hawkins, Whlteman, Warner, Bergere,
Ri- - tertained the Santa Fe card club at her
of the bell shone In gold lettering the lightful as it was brilliant. It was
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Wlckham and
on Chaves. H. S. Clancy, King, Ilfeld,
occurred
the
that
massive
The
gathering
fitting
pillars
words
Mchome on Palace avenue. Refresh Mrs. Edward Lelsenring, wealthy
vonhin-Bcozy
Howard.
Ireland,
Hurt.
of the sanctuary were decorated with Thursday, the natal anniversary of the
arrived Monday in a speMarsh, Laughlin, Harroun, ments were served, and a very enjoyand noble Washington, and that Kenzle, Misses
green pinon and cedar.
of wasningion, able afternoon was spent. The Invited cial Wagner car, and after a two days'
the
and
King
Mrs.
for
As the sonorous pipe organ, under the It was held at the Prince home,
Crane, Schormoyer, Allison, guests were the Mesdames Wallace, stay left for Los Angeles.
- Massie,
Chav
skillful touch of District Clerk A. M. Prince is a descendant of Miles StandCatron,
Laughlin,
McKenzle. Gulllford, Man- - Hughes,
Eov. A A. Hyde returned to Santa Fe
Atkinson.
of the
Bergere, pealed forth Mendelssohn's ish, and Is also the state regent
es, Whlteman, Ilfeld, King, Splegelberg, on the early morning train. lie left
Myrand
Keller
Glldersleeve,
derfleld,
a
is
Prince
while
arose
and
audience
order,
edding march, the
McKenzle, Carson, Mrs. Hyde in Los Angele9 very much
tle Boyle, and Messrs. Pope and Steele, Eustls, Warner,
the bridal procession entered, preceded descendant of the colonial Governor the latter of New York.
& BRO.
Kahn, Ireland, Fiske, Clancy, Walker, Improved in health. Mrs. Cartwright U
H. B.
States
United
first
one
of the
and also doing well there.
two pretty little flower girls, the Bradford,
The members of Sunshine chapter in Barker, Travell, Spalding, Lawler,
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, of Redwood
Misses May Bergere and Amalia Sena, senators.
re the Misses Palen, Crane, Otero, Massie,
state
Mrs.
were
Prince,
attendance
About eighty people gathered in the
in dresses of white and pink or
and Keller. Falls, Minn., who came here for Mr,
McKenzle
lovely
Hoyt,
Atkinson,
regent
SOITU
E.
Mrs.
Wood,
J.
chapter
o t
was superbly dec gent;
Anderson's health some months ago,
gandie. The handsome bride, who look grand parlor, which
Mrs. Weltmer, secretary; Mrs. White- dress of cream satin en orated with American flags and flowers,
Indian
a
in
left Thursday afternoon for Albuquer-- ,
SIDE OF
the
ed
of
M.
H.
W.
regal
Woodward,
treas
Miss
Atkinson,
BAKER!
man, registrar;
a
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que, where they will reside in the fuirom
returned
last
train, trimmed with muslin de sole and Mr. and Mrs. Wlckham of Philadelphia
evening
of long- - urer; Mrs. M. J. Warner, historian;
PLAZA.
a
sent
bouquet
large
entered,
c
ture.
having
of
blossoms,
to
Cochitl.
orange
Mes
sprays
surveying trip
roses in a Mrs. Harvey, Mrs. Victory, and
Col. and Mrs. Venceslao Jaramillo, of
L. A. Hughes returned Wednesday
Ve
leaning upon the arm of Hon. Solomon stemmed American beauty
of
Las
Wheelock,
and
dames
Rapp
El Rito, spent the week in the capital.
Luna. She carried a bouquet of bridal blue and white vase, and Mrs. Turner
evening from a visit to Denver,
gas.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp and Mrs...
roses and lilies of the valley. Her at and Miss Baker having presented Sun
and
F.
Charles
Mrs.
daughter
PARTY
Easley
LEAVES
LITERARY
tendants were Mrs. J. M. Luna, who shine chapter with a mass of lovely red The Misses Manderfleld entertained Ethel will next month go to Los An Wheelock, of Las Vegas, spent several
wore black chiffon, and Mr. M. F. Sena and white carnations. Some of; these last evening in honor of their guests, geles.
days in the capital this week and left
2
Packages BULL DURHAM TOBACCO, 15c.
Mr. Edgar Street, of New York, was for home on yesterday.
Miss Sofia Abreu, who wore white bril- - were placed in a blue and white pilgrim the Misses Baca, of Las Vegas, at their
1
oz.
sell
some
150 years ago in
See that you get
packages;
was the guest this week of Captain and Mrs.
The lecture at the court house Thursliantine, with pink ribbon, and Mr. N. vase, one of fifty made
to descendants pretty home on College, street. It
Abreu; Miss Nina Otero, who wore Rhode Island, and given
in
its
novel
evening by Hon. A. L, Morrison
Day.
day
leaves
party,"
literary
was
GROUND COFFEE
10c
white organdie with pink ribbons, and of the pilgrims. A Dewey pitcher
Miss Knox, of the sanitarium, is at was well attended by society people,'
in
lb pekg Macaroni
enjoyable
and
thoroughly
conception
10c
1 lb
E. M. Otero; Miss V. Abreu, who wore also filled with carnations.
pekg Vermicelli
In the large door be San Juan pueblo, painting pictures or who pronounced Judge Morrison a brilAs good as package coffee.
The following program proved to be its execution.
1 lb Best N. Y. Cheese 20c
white silk with pink ribbon, and Mr.
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and memorable affair.
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The following Is the program for the
many beautiful and costly presents. Those present sat on chairs of the time
home on Palace avenue.
at the Loretto academy
consisting of gold and silver,
Miss Brldwell, stenographer of the
of the revolution; the chlnaware and entortainment
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ware and other articles, were placed on the silverware that were used were on Monday evening next:
bureau of Immigration, this week reTriumphal March, with three pianos;
GO
and around a large table and were from 100 to 200
left
and
her
yesterday
position
years old, and the table'The Heirs of Rockford," drama in five signed
much admired.
cloth that covered the large dining ta- acts; "Drifting with the Tide," bv vocal afternoon for Albuquerque, from where
Mr. and Mrs. Abreu will be at home ble was over 100 years old, an heirloom class; Polka de Conceit, duet on two she will go to New Orleans to witness
at Rayado, Colfax county, in about two in Mrs. Prince's family, and used at the pianos; La Somnambula, Instrumental the Mardi Gras festivities. From New
kinds of
fob
weeks, of which place the groom is one family weddings for several genera- solo, by Miss M. Tipton; Suwanee Rib- - Orleans she will go home to Charlesof the leading citizens. He is the scion tions. It is remarkable for its size and ber, pantomimed; calvary, vocal solo, by ton, Mo., by way of Memphis, Tenn.
Miss N, Murphy; The Three Kingdoms,
of one of the oldest families in New the
Miss Brldwell made many friends in
picture of the American eagle In the recitation; Topsy-Turvby minims; Santa Fe during her brief stay.
Mexico, the same as the bride, who can center, with representations of the god- Gardner's
Two-Stemandolins and
West Side of Plaza.
The Misses Baca, daughters of Dr.
trace her lineage back to the time of dess of liberty and horns of plenty piano; Katrlna's Visit to New York,
the conquest of New Mexico. The fa around the border. The dishes were blue recitation; Galop de Concert, on three Jose Albino Baca, of Laa Vegas; Mr.
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ther of the groom is Don Jesus Abreu, and white New England chlnaware, pianos.
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a son of Don Santiago Abreu, who was handed down from generation to generA LUNCHEON YESTERDAY.
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The luncheon given by Mrs. Palen Mrs. Emlllo Ortiz, also of Mora, are the
Prince's family,
citizens of his time. Don Santiago while the silverware had been in Mrs. yesterday afternoon proved to be a guests of Hon. and Mrs. B. M. Read.
Abreu was one of three brothers, the Prince's family over a century. Every pretty and enjoyable social affair. The
Several of the members of the Fifteen
others being Ramon and Marcelino dish was red, white and blue, in honor decorations were in white and yellow, Club, being also members of Sunshine
Beat. Located Hotel In City.
Abreu, who were men of talent and of of the patriotic occasion. Mrs. Wood and consisted mainly of narcissus and Chapter. D. A. R., the club met ThursThey, were assasi-nate- d poured coffee, Mrs. Rapp tea, while the HlleB of the valley. The guests were day as the guests of Mrs. Prince and
East Side of Plaza, Santa Fe,!N. M. liberal ineducation.
1837 at the time of the Chlmayo other members
of Sunshine chapter Mrs. Wallace, Mrs. Prince", Mrs. Frost, participated in the patriotic event of
revolution, when Governor Peres was served the guests. The tea was one of Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. Eustis, Mrs, Ber- the presentation of a charter to Sunbeheaded in Santa Fe. Don Carlos
shine chapter.
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Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Baumgardner, of
the Maxwell grant, was another-ancestoToledo, O., and Miss Miller, bf Akron,
Spaolal rates by thi Week or Month
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room.
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Montezuma at Las Vegas Hot Springs
Southeast Corner of Plata.
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Manuel R. Otero, register of the land
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office. Mr. Abreu was educated at San
Angeles, intending to pay Santa Fe anof
ta Fe, at Mora and at St. Mary's," Kan
other visit in the near future. In April
is a good Spanish and English scholI was a sufferer for eight years from that moat distressing of all diseases.
they will re turn as far as Laguno, and
MILITARY SCHOOL OF SEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED He
ar, and has held a'number of responsi
and Mrs.
Eczema. I tried some of the best physicians in the country, but they did me
have invited
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.
ble positions In Colfax county, such as
Prince to meet them there as guests,
little good. The palms of my hands were covassessor and school superintendent,
to visit Acoma, which by many i,con-sldere- d
Session Begins September, '99, Ends June, 1900.
ered, and would become inflamed; little white
W. J, SLAUGBTEB, Agent.
in which he acquitted himself In the
the eighth wonder of the world.
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for
Accommodations
Matron.
and
Five Teachers (Men),
blisters at first would appear, then they would
most creditable manner.
Orders taken at Slaughter's barber
a promiMrs. Turner's brother-in-laNew Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
peel off, leaving a red, smooth surface which
The beautiful bride is a daughall conveniences.
of Minneapolis, will join shop, south side of plaza.
steam-heatenent
baths, water-worphysician
would burn like fire, and itch'; well, there is no
Basket leaves at 7 a. ra. on Wodnes- ter of the late Major J. D. Sena,
session.
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a
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upper
Baker
a noted health
part
Mrs. Turner and
Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each.
In fact, throughout the territory. It
both my limbs, great red blotches, not unlike
excellent people.
wn extra rreieni or aenvery cnarites
win bv iu
resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;
would take many pages to relate the
hives, would appear, and as soon as I became
tou to spend the summer, and In the
The Las Veeas Steam laundry .makes
.
Roswell
R. Hamilton,
genealogy of the bride's family. Her
JatTa, Roswell,
warm, the burning and itching would begin.
fall will return to Santa Fe to spend the a specialty or fine laundry work,
C.
J. Lea, Roswell,
mother. Dona Isabel C. de Boca de SeCharles Wilson, Roswell,
winter, for both were charmed with and Its work Is first class In all partlcu-arNight after night I would lie awake all night and
I. O. Cameron, Eddy,
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na, is a descendant of that intrepid
Santa Fe and Its people.
j scratch and almost go wild.
box
a
of
I
got
de Baca.and of Dona Roparticulars address:
iCcticcra
bottle
a
of dmcuaa
Ointment,
sa de Bustamente, daughter of Gov
Resolvent, and gave them a thorough trial.
ernor Bustamente, who was married to
Superimcnneni
and after a few applications I noticed the
a grandson of Capt. Nicholas Ortl Niand inflammation disannear! before T hud
no Ladron de Guevara, one of the most
tstd one bo there was not a sign of Eczema left. I can truthfully assert
trusted officers of Oen. Diego de Varthat 13.00 worth of CuncmtA Remedies cured me.
gas, Zapata Lujan and Ponce de Leon,
-- JR.Wof New Mexico.
J. D. PORTE, 428 4th Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
the
reconquerors
AND FANCY UROCERIES
Among those present were Mrs. Isabel
.Of all kinds; sauces, relishes and high B. de Sena, mother of the bride; Mrs.
J. G. Abreu, mother of,the groom; Govclass canned goods. Cudahy's Diamond ernor
Otero, Secretary and Mrs. WalComplete) Ixtornal and Internal Treatment for
and
Choice fresh raast-e- lace, Mrs. John R. McFle,
C hams and bacon.
Humor,
eonslionj tt Cdtiocba Soap (16c.), to oleanse the ikln of crusts sndIvory
scales and soft i
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, Hon. and Mrs.
the thickened cuticle, CumccEA Ointment (60s.), to allay Itching, Irritation, and Innamma.
We especially recomraanif Solomon Luna, Vicar General Fourchecoffees.
tton, and soothe and heal, and Cuticora Bisolvbmt (60o.), to oool and cleanse the blood,
A ilngls set is often snffleient to cure the moat torturing, dlsflrorlng skin and
scalp hube found a full line of
our Stone Idol brand of Hawaiian coffee gu, Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett,
mors, nines, Itchlngs, and Irritations, with loss of hair, especially of Infants and children,
Will imported wines for family trade.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Mr. and
when the best physicians and all other remedies fall. Sold throughout the world. Pom
Orders by telephone will oe promptly filled.
Druo axd Cam. Corf., Sole Props., Boston. " How to Cure Every Humor," tree.
Try a can and you will be pleased In Mrs. J. D. Sena, Mrs. J. M. Luna, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Sellgman, Mr. and
teas we have only the bet.
BAD COMPLEXIONS, pimpUs, blotohu, bhwkbwds, rod, tough, oily ska,
Mrs. J. L. Sellgman, Hon. and Mrs. T.
rd, rouh binds with shiptlMS tullt, dry, thin, and filling hslr, with Uohlaf, sssly,
B. Catron, Mr. and Mrs. Willi Splegel-berIrrlutad seslps, prevented bf Ounotnu IfSDiotHAt and Toii.it Bmt, tht mod
Mrs. W. 8. Harroun, Mr. and Mrs.
sflntlvt skin purifying ind bmtlfjruif soip In th world, as will is pans! aaS
B. M. Read, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Rene- WMtMl (or totlel, bun, sod surtsrjr. Tirir irrrir tttIiTsii I In mis si nni biIss,ISs.
han, Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Sena, Dr. and
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